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FOREWORD
The research described in this report was conducted by the AiResearch
Manufacturing Company of Arizona under NASA contract NAS 3-15448. Mr. E. E.
Kempke of the Lewis Research Center Space Power Systems Division was the NASA
Project Manager.
The study was performed in three phases, a component performance and con-
ceptual design analysis (Phase I), a design variation analysis (Phase If),
and a conceptual design study (Phase III). AiResearch was assisted by two
subcontractors: Westinghouse Aerospace Electrical Division, which was respon-
sible for the alternator design, and the Franklin Institute Research Laboratories,
which performed portions of the bearing analyses.
The report was originally issued as AiResearch Report APS-SS55-R.
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TURBOALTERNATOR- COMP RE S S OR (TAC)
STUDY - FINAL REPORT
1. INTRODUCTION
This report, submitted by The AiResearch Manufacuring Company of
Arizona, A Division of The Garrett Corporation, presents the analysis
and final results of a program conducted under NASA-Lewis Research
Center Contract NAS 3-13449, "Conceptual Design Study of a Nuclear
Brayton Turboalternator-Compressor". The program was conducted in
three phases: general configuration analyses (Phase I), design varia-
tions (Phase II) and conceptual design study (Phase III). The objec-
tive of the study was to define and study a 160-kw Brayton rotating
assembly.
During the Phase I analyses, individual turbine, alternator,
compressor, and bearing and seal designs were evaluated and six
Turboalternator-Compressor (TAC) configurations submitted to NASA for
their review and approval. Phase II consisted of evaluating one selec-
ted Phase I TAC configuration to determine its performance when oper-
ating under new cycle conditions with both higher and lower turbine
inlet temperatures and one case with Krypton (vs Argon) as the working
fluid.
Based on the Phase I and II results, NASA selected a TAC config-
uration that incorporated a radial compressor, a radial turbine, a
Lundell alternator, and gas bearings. Prior to the initiation of
Phase III, NASA redirected the TAC study to utilize a zirconium hydride
moderated SNAP-8 type reactor as the heat source. A turbine inlet
temperature of 1610°R (894°K) was specified in lieu of the 2060°R
(I144°K) specified in Phase I. NASA also specified that a 2-pole,
400-Hz alternator be evaluated for feasibility in the TAC in lieu of
the 1200-Hz alternator design selected during Phase I.
During Phase IIIa new layout of the TAC was prepared that
reflects the new cycle state points and a 400-Hz alternator. It was
concluded that the Phase III TAC unit is a feasible and practical
design. Comparison of the 1200- and 400-Hz designs is included in
Section 4 of this report.
Assisting AiResearch in the performance of the study were two sub-
contractors. Westinghouse Aerospace Division was responsible for the
alternator electromechanical design. The Franklin Institute Research
Laboratories performed portions of the bearing and seal analyses.
This report is divided into five main sections that include a
summary of the Phase I, II, and III configuration analjses (Sections 2,
3, and 4, r_spectively) and summaries of the Phase I and III component
evaluations (Sections 5 and 6).
2
2. PHASE I CONFIGURATION SUMMARY
The objective of the Phase I study was to evaluate component
design and define six configurations of a Brayton-cycle Turboalternator-
Compressor (TAC) with a design electrical output power range of 40 to
160 kw e. Each configuration was to be suitable for use in the closed
Brayton power system schematically shown in Figure I. General speci-
fications of the TAC unit are shown in Table i.
Preliminary feasible arrangement drawings were prepared for each
of the six TAC configurations listed in Table 2. Each arrangement is
the result of parametric analysis of the major components making up
the particular TAC unit. The six TAC units were subjected to critical
speed analysis and the rotating assembly dimensions modified as neces-
sary to place the normal operating speed range (i00 to 120 percent
design speed) in a region safely removed from either rigid body or
flexible shaft mode critical speeds.
The overall efficiency of the six TAC units was calculated assum-
ing fixed values of turbine and compressor inlet temperature and a
fixed value of recuperative effectiveness as defined by Figure i.
This value of overall cycle efficiency for each TAC unit includes
the effects of compressor, turbine and alternator efficiency and los-
ses due to seal leakage, bearing power loss and alternator windage
loss. The 36,000 rpm units all require ejectors to reduce the alter-
nator cavity pressure and thus windage to acceptable levels. The
cycle penalties due to this compressor bleed flow are included in the
determination of cycle efficiency.
The six TAC units are described below. Drawings of the units and
a summary performance table for each unit follow the discussion. Each
of the six configurations utilize a Lundell-type alternator with
1200 Hz output frequency.
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2.1 TAC-A 24,000 rpm - Radial Compressor - Gas Bearings
Figure 2 shows the arrangement drawing of TAC-A and Table 3 shows
the major component performance factors and overall cycle efficiency
of the unit when used in the system defined by Figure i. Mechanically
this unit is very similar to the NASA Brayton Rotating Unit (BRU)
which is now under test at NASA Lewis Research Center.
The high predicted aerodynamic performance of this unit is due to
the large physical size of the flow passages which minimize clearance
losses. The unit will operate at a compressor specific speed that
results in nearly maximum obtainable compressor efficiency.
It should be noted that the aerodynamic component efficiency
estimates were based on flow rates determined by preliminary cycle
analyses as discussed in Section 5.1. Final component efficiencies
will vary due to the differences in flow rate in the final configura-
tion.
Three pad pivoted-pad gas journal bearings [3.5 in. (8.89 cm)
diameter] are used with one flexibily mounted pivot for preload appli-
cation. Hydrostatic gas for lift-off at start up is supplied through
the conforming pivot sockets. A gimbal mounted Rayleigh step sector
thrust bearing is shown with cooling provisions in the thrust bearing
stator.
Labyrinth seals are used surrounding each bearing compartment.
The bearing compartments are pressurized to compressor discharge pres-
sure to maximize bearing load capacity. The alternator rotor cavity
is vented to the compressor inlet which results in acceptable windage
loss values without the complication of an ejector.
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TABLE 3
TAC-A PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
EFFICIENCIES:
Cycle efficiency at 160 kw
Turbine efficiency
Compressor efficiency
Alternator efficiency
SHAFT POWER LOSSES, KW:
Alternator windage*
Alternator cavity seals
Bearings
Thrust
Journal
Bearing compartment
0.309
0.916
0.870
O. 942
3.55
0.0
1.93
0.77
0.0
(Seals, churning losses)
TOTAL LOSSES
MASS FLOWS:
MASS
Compressor inlet
Compressor bleed
Seal leakage
Ejector flow
Total bleed
Rotating group
Total TAC mass
Ib/sec
8.9769
0.131
0.0
0.131
ib
200
80O
6.25
kg/sec
4.0710
0.059
0.0
0.059
kg
90.7
362.8
*Cavity pressure = 55 psia (379 kN/m 2 abs)
This unit has the highest predicted efficiency of any of the six
TAC configurations, due to the good aerodynamic performance and lack
of parasitic losses.
2.2 TAC-B - 24t000 rpm - Axial Cumpressor - E_s Beariqf/s
The unit utilize_ _he same turbine, alternator, and bearing sys-
tem as TAC-A but a five stage axial compressor is used instead of the
single radial compressor. Figure 3 shows the arrangement drawing and
Table 4 summarizes the estimated performance. The compressor end
bearing is located outboard of the compressor to minimize shaft bend-
ing problems. Critical speed considerations will limit the number of
compressor stages which can be used in the TAC. A five stage unit was
selected over a shortened six stage design to assure reasonable chord
length in each stage with adequate axial length for a diffuser after
the last compressor stage.
The predicted aerodynamic efficiency of this compressor is essen-
tially the same as the radial compressor in TAC-A and therefore this
unit has essentially the same overall cycle efficiency as TAC-A.
2.3 TAC-C - 36,000 rpm - Radial Compressor - Rolling Element Bearings
The aerodynamic components in this unit are similar to, but
smaller than, those of TAC-A due to higher shaft speed and higher
pressure as shown in Figure 4. The compressor and turbine efficien-
cies (Table 5) are lower primarily due to clearance losses and size
effect.
The bearing support system for this unit utilizes, as required by
contract, the techniques described in NASA CR 1229 and UAC report
PWA 3349.
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TABLE 4
TAC-B PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
EFFICIENCIES:
Cycle efficiency at 160 kw
Turbine efficiency
Compressor efficiency
Alternator efficiency
SHAFT POWER LOSSES, KW:
Alternator windage*
Alternator cavity seals
Bearings
Thrust
Journal
Bearing compartment
e
0.308
0.916
0.869
0.942
3.55
0.0
1.93
0.77
0.0
(Seals, churning losses)
TOTAL LOSSES
MASS FLOWS:
MASS
6.25
Compressor inlet
Compressor bleed
Seal leakage
Ejector flow
Total bleed
Rotating grou D
Total TAC mass
ib/sec
9.0392
0.14 95
0.0
0.14 95
ib
207
85O
kg/sec
4.0993
0.068
0.0
0.068
kg
93.9
385.5
*Cavity pressure = 55 psia (379 kN/m 2 abs)
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TABLE 5
TAC-C PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
EFFICIENCIES :
Cycle efficiency at 160 kw
e
Turbine efficiency
Compressor efficiency
Alternator efficiency
SIIAFT POt£ER LOSSES, KW:
ALternator windage*
Alternator cavity seals
Bearings
Bail bearings
Roller bearings
Bearing compartment
(Seals, churning losses)
TOTAL LOSSES
;_SS FLOWS:
)[AS S
Compressor inlet
Compressor bleed
Seal leakage
Ejector flow
Total bleed
Rotating group
Total TAC mass
Ib/sec
9.6469
0.0938
0.1168
0.2106
ib
124
560
0.292
0.9O8
0.863
0. 942
6.00
1.31
0.35
0.45
1.06
9.17
kg/sec
4.3748
0.043
0.053
0.096
kg
56.2
254.0
*Cavity pressure : 40 psia (276 kN/m 2 abs)
l,i
Gas-oil mist lubrication and cooling is utilized with 30-mm bore
bearings selected because they yield the maximum bearing life in this
application. A roller bearing is used at each end of the machine to
carry all the radial loads. A single ball bearing is used at the com-
pressor end of the unit to carry only thrust load.
Sealing of the bearing compartment is achieved with buffered gas
lift-off seals similar to those developed for NASA-LeRCby AiResearch
for the BRU-R (rolling element bearing version of the BRU).
The alternator cavity operates at a reduced pressure achieved by
pumping with a two stage ejector powered with compressor bleed and
pumping to the compressor inlet pressure. Gas lift-off seals similar
to those used in the bearing compartment are used to isolate the alter-
nator cavity and to limit the gas leakage into the cavity to a small
value.
The alternator rotor in all the 36,000 rpm TAC machines operates
at a tip speed higher than the 24,000 rpm units. Late in the Phase I
studies it was found that the tie-bolt hole should be eliminated from
the alternator. One approach to solving this problem was to pierce
the turbine wheel and mount it on a small diameter stub shaft extend-
ing from the alternator. Analysis showed that this approach would
increase stresses in the turbine wheel to the point that some creep
would occur. An alternative approach is recommended that retains the
curvic couplings and eliminates the hole from both turbine and alter-
nator. An outside nut is used to hold the curvic coupling together.
This assembly technique would be recommended in all of the 36,000 rpm
designs.
2.4 TAC-D - 36,000 rpm - Axial Compressor - Rollin_ Element Bearings
This unit is identical to TAC-C except for the substitution of a
five stage axial compressor (Figure 5). Alternator cavity isolation
15
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TABLE 6
TAC-D PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
EFFICIENCIES:
Cycle efficiency at 160 kw
Turbine efficiency
Compressor efficiency
Alternator efficiency
SHAFT POWER LOSSES, KW:
Alternator windage*
Alternator cavity seals
Bearings
Ball Bearing
Roller Bearings
Bearing compartment
0.271
0.908
0.860
0. 942
7.71
1.89
0.35
0.45
1.06
(Seals, churning losses)
TOTAL LOSSES
MASS FLOWS:
MASS
i1.46
Compressor inlet
Compressor bleed
Seal leakage
Ejector flow
Total bleed
Rotating group
Total TAC mass
lb/sec
i0.6763
0. 167
0.374
0.541
ib
133
58O
kg/sec
4.8417
0.076
0.170
0.246
kg
60.3
263.0
*Cavity pressure = 56 psia (386 kN/m 2 abs)
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seats are at a larger diameter than in TAC-C and result in larger
leakage flows and larger power losses as shown in Table 6. Cycle
efficiency is lower than TAC-C, reflecting lower compressor efficiency
and more parasite losses to seals and increased ejector flow.
2.5 TAC-E - 36,000 rpm - Radial Compressor - Oil Film Bearings
This unit is similar to TAC-C except for the substitution of
flooded compartment oil film bearings (Figure 6). The bearing compart-
ments are located outboard to minimize bearing losses. A preliminary
version of this machine with inboard bearings required a shaft dia-
meter of 2.8 to 3.0 inches (7.11 to 7.62 cm) to provide adequate shaft
stiffness. The bearing losses and compartment churning losses were
found to be excessively high. Moving the bearing compartments out-
board allowed the minimization of these losses by selecting a small
1.0 inch (2.54 cm) diameter journal bearings. The number of oil-to-
gas seals was also reduced to one per compartment. Churning losses
still contribute a large fraction of the losses in this machine as
shown in Table 7. Seals for this machine include oil pumping lift-off
seals similar to those being developed for SNAP-8. These seals are
buffered by either labyrinth seals (as shown on the turbine end) or by
a pair of gas lift-off seals as shown on the compressor end.
2.6 TAC-F - 36,000 rpm - Axial Compressor - Oil Film Bearings
This unit is identical to TAC-E except for the substitution of a
five stage axial compressor as shown in Figure 7. This unit has the
lowest overall cycle efficiency of the six TAC units due largely to
parasitic losses in bearings and in ejector bleed flow losses as shown
on Table 8.
iS
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TABLE 7
TAC-E PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
EFFICIENCIES:
Cycle efficiency at 160 kw
Turbine efficiency e
Compressor efficiency
Alternator efficiency
SHAFT POWER LOSSES, KW:
Alternator windage*
Alternator cavity seals
Bearings
Thrust
Journal
Bearing compartment
(Seals, churning losses)
TOTAL LOSSES
MASS FLOWS:
MASS
Compressor inlet
Compressor bleed
Seal leakage
Ejector flow
Total bleed
Rotating group
Total TAC mass
ib/sec
9.9343
0.059
0.117
0. 176
ib
126
550
0.283
0.908
0.863
0. 942
6.00
1.31
1.86
0.78
6.63
16.58
kg/sec
4.5052
0. 027
0. 053
0. 080
kg
57.1
249.4
*Cavity pressure = 40 psia (276 kN/m 2 abs)
2O

TABLE 8
TAC-F PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
EFFICIENCIES:
Cycle efficiency at 160 kw
Turbine efficiency
Compressor efficiency
Alternator efficiency
SHAFT POWER LOSSES, KW:
Alternator windage*
Alternator cavity seals
Bearings
Thrust
Journal
Bearing compartment
(Seals, churning losses)
0.266
0.908
0.860
0.942
7.71
1.89
1.86
0.78
TOTAL LOSSES
MASS FLOWS:
MASS
Compressor inlet
Compressor bleed
Seal leakage
Ejector flow
Total bleed
Rotating group
Total TAC mass
ib/sec
10.9642
0.132
0.374
0.506
Ib
132
57O
6.63
18.87
kg/sec
4.9723
0.060
0.170
0.230
kg
59.9
258.5
*Cavity pressure = 56 psia (386 kN/m 2 abs)
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2.7 Part Power Performance
TAC hardware designed in Phase I was analyzed at part load condi-
tions ranging from 40 kw e output to the design value of 160 kWe. The
analysis was performed using the computer capability described below:
An existing computer program is used to perform detailed off-
design performance calculations. The off-design program was written
to permit investigation of the performance of fixed hardware in a
power system subjected to conditions differing from those prescribed
Dy the reference cycle. Any of the key cycle design parameters may be
caried. In the present form of the program, the aerodynamic and
thermodynamic design values are input along with the geometry of the
turbomachinery and heat exchangers. The general method of solution is
iterative convergence of aerod'ynamic component matching, system heat
transfer, system pressure drop and alternator performance.
The options presently available for treatment of the heat sink
neat exchanger include:
(a) Assume constant compressor inlet temperature (i.e., assume
heat rejection loop controls are designed to modulate cool-
ant flow or temperature so as to hold compressor inlet
temperature constant).
(b) Compressor inlet temperature can be arbitrarily varied.
(c) Assume coolant flow rate and inlet temperature are constant.
This results in calculation of the heat sink, heat-exchanger
off-design performance.
(d) Assume coolant flow rate constant and constant radiator area.
23
Likewise there are several options for treatment of the heat
source heat exchanger. These are:
(a) Assume constant turbine inlet temperature
(b) Assume constant thermal heat flux
(c) Assume constant liquid inlet temperature
(d) Assume constant liquid flow rate
The calculation for the recuperator allows either fixed performance
or a calculated off-design effectiveness and pressure drop.
The compressor performance is handled using a generalized map for
radial compressors which is scaled to meet the compressor design con-
ditions. A Reynolds number correlation is included to adjust effi-
ciency at off-design conditions.
The turbine performance is predicted using the analytical tech-
1
nique of Jansen and Quale. The turbine performance is then adjusted
to meet the design conditions and corrected for Reynolds number
effects.
The performance of the heat exchangers (operating in an off-
design condition) is computed using the input geometries of each in
conjunction with empirical data for heat transfer and pressure drop
(f and j curves) for the core configurations involved.
The effect of variations in alternator performance in an off-
design power condition may also be considered.
ijansen, W. and E.B. Quale, "A Rapid Method for Predicting the Off-
Design Performance of Radial-Inflow Turbines", ASME 67-WA/GT-3.
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The program allows individual variation of the following
parameters:
Rotating Speed
Compressor Inlet Temperature
Compressor Inlet Pressure
System Working Fluid
Turbine Inlet Temperature
Alternator Performance
Performance of All Heat Exchangers
Compressor Bleed Flow
Parasitic Losses
System Pressure Drop
Thermal Input Power
Radiator Area
Heat Sink Coolant Flow and Temperature
Heat Source Coolant Flow and Temperature
Output Power Level
Having completed calculation of the performance of an off-design
system, the program presents a comprehensive summary of the cycle per-
formance at this condition. This summary includes the cycle effi-
ciency, all system p_essures and temperatures, parasitic losses and
component efficiencies and effectivenesses.
The TAC Phase I hardware performance at part load conditions is
depicted in Figures 8 and 9. These results are typical and do not
necessarily represent any one of the final TAC configurations. Two
conditions were considered for both the 24,000 and 36,000 rpm designs.
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One calculation considers the case of fixed compressor inlet
temperature, fixed recuperator effectiveness, and fixed system pres-
sure loss. This case is intended to show the independent effect of
the prediced turbomachinery efficiencies, alternator efficiency and
the system parasitic losses. This condition is summarized by the one
line in the upper portion of the two figures. The second case repre-
sents the performance of the system with a constant radiator geometry
matched to the design point. All system parameters are computed for
this case. As can be seen in Figures 8 and 9, the cycle efficiency at
all part load conditions is higher than design. This effect is due,
primarily, to the increase in Carnot efficiency associated within the
declining compressor inlet temperature. Since the specific radiator
area increases by a factor of four as the power is reduced to 40 kw
e'
the tendency for cycle efficiency to increase is understandable. Also
shown in Figures 8 and 9 is the off-design variation of compressor
inlet temperature (TI) , system pressure loss (_), and recuperator
effectiveness (ER). The decrease of T 1 and increase of E R combine to
provide the initial rise in cycle efficiency as power is reduced. The
increasing influence of system parasitic losses, increasing system
pressure loss and decreasing turbomachinery and alternator efficiencies
cause the cycle efficiency to peak and decline at low power levels.
2.8 TAC Configuration Comparisons
Table 9 shows the overall cycle efficiency and weight associated
with each TAC configuration. Ranking in the table is in order of
decreasing cycle efficiency. Both of the 24,000 rpm TAC units are
clearly more efficient than any of the 36,000 rpm units, largely due
to higher aerodynamic efficiency and to low parasite losses in the
bearings. The major advantage of the 36,000 rpm units is lower weight.
Table i0 lists the potential development problems to be expected
in the various TAC units. The gas bearing 24,000 rpm units appear to
offer the fewest development problem areas. The alternator rotor
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fabrication problems to be expected with the 24,000 rpm units are
much less severe than with the 36,000 rpm units. The tie-bolt hole
would have to be eliminated in the 36,000 rpm design. Additional back-
ground technology development would be required on the 36,000 rpm rotor
before embarking on actual alternator fabrication.
The gas bearing/rotor suspension system appears as the only major
development area for the 24,000 rpm TAC units. Aerodynamic thrust load
balancing will be required to assure that the gas thrust bearing will
not be overloaded. The techniques and methods needed to achieve good
thrust balance are known and understood but some hardware modifications
may well be required before this goal is adequately met.
The gas thrush bearing and gimbal will be more critical than the
journal bearings. The large size [approximately 8.0 inches (20.3 cm)]
of the thrust runner will present problems in controlling runout and
distortion. It is probable that damping and liquid cooling will be
required in the thrust bearing. Designing the bearings to be tolerant
of momentary rubs due to shock or vibration loading will probably
require coating of the bearing surfaces.
The major problems in the 36,000 rpm rotor suspension and lubri-
cation systems involve several items as shown in Table i0. The most
formidable of these problems involve sealing of oil from the gas loop.
Both types of seals, gas lift-off and oil lift-off seals, have been
demonstrated for short times but more development may be required for
the long operating life required for TAC. Transient operation, start-
up, and shutdown will also complicate the requirements of zero oil
leakage in these systems. By contrast, the 24,000 rpm gas bearing
units require only simple labyrinth seals and leakage causes only small
system performance penalties.
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Cavity pressure reduction systems are required for the 36,000 rpm
machines. Ejectors will be used and do not appear to offer serious
development problems.
Gas lift-off seals are required to isolate the alternator cavity
in the 36,000 rpm units. These seals would be developed along with
those used for bearing compartment sealing. The only significant dif-
ference in these seals is a larger diameter and probable higher opera-
ting temperature.
Conclusion
TAC-A with radial compressor and gas bearings and operating at
24,000 rpm appears to have the fewest development problems and offers
the highest cycle efficiency of any of the TAC units. It is therefore
recommended as the first choice as the final TAC configuration. NASA
selected the TAC-A configuration.
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3. TAC PHASEII SUMMARY
During Phase II the performance of one selected Phase I TAC con-
figuration was analysed to determine its performance when operated
under new cycle conditions with both higher and lower turbine inlet
temperature conditions and one case with Krypton (molecular weight =
83.8) as the working fluid.
The performance of the Phase I hardware operating "off design" at
these new conditions was compared with new TAC hardware specifically
designed for each of the new cycle conditions. The Phase I TAC unit
selected by AiResearch for study at these off design conditions was
the 24,000-rpm radial compressor gas bearing unit, TAC-A. The NASA
project manager approved the selection of TAC-A for this study.
In summary, the Phase I TAC hardware (i.e. TAC-A) would operate
with good efficiency at'both the SNAP-8 reactor temperatures and the
high temperature conditions. For SNAP-8 conditions, the Phase I hard-
ware would result in about 2 percent lower (0.254 vs 0.274) cycle
efficiency than a TAC unit specifically designed for that application.
The Phase I hardware (with a TZM turbine wheel and TIll turbine hous-
ing) would also perform well at 2560°R (1422°K) turbine inlet tempera-
ture. In this case cycle efficiency was slightly higher (0.387 vs
0.382) than the NASA selected high temperature design point system.
Table ii summarizes the results of this design variation study.
In this table each horizontal line of data is all for a fixed hardware
TAC unit designed for the conditions marked (..... ). Hardware
designed for either the original TAC conditions, or the new SNAP-8
conditions will perform well over the entire range of turbine inlet
conditions shown.
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3.1 Desi@n Variation Discussion
Tables 12, 13, 14 and 15 are computer printouts from the AiResearch
Brayton cycle system design program and represent the four design points
of interest for this Phase II study. These are:
Table 12 - Original TAC-A system, T 6 = 2060°R (II4°K), 160 kw e
Table 13 - SNAP-8 TAC system, T 6 = 1610°R (894°K), 600 kw t input
Table 14 - High temperature system, T 6 = 2560°R (1422°K), 160 kw e
Table 15 - Krypton system, T 6 = 2060°R (I144°K), 160 kw e
For all these cases bearing losses were held constant at 3.5 kw
and the 7.5 in. (19.05 cm) TAC-A Lundell alternator was assumed for
windage loss calculations. An alternator electrical efficiency of
0.926 was used throughout. The TAC-A performance at its design point
is not precisely identical to that shown in the Phase I summary since
this study was conducted in parallel with Phase I in order to present
Phase I and II results at the same time as requested by NASA.
The design point TAC hardware defined in Tables 12, 13, and 14
were subsequently analyzed individually to determine how each set of
TAC hardware would operate under different turbine inlet temperature
conditions. Figures i0, ii, and 12 represent the 2060°R (I144°K) TAC
hardware, 1610°R (894°K) TAC hardware, and the 2560°R (1422°K) TAC
hardware operating at turbine inlet conditions ranging from 1610 to
2560°R (894 to 1422°K) with three different cycle temperature ratios
(0.36, 0.34, and 0.27). Cycle efficiency, compressor pressure ratio,
and compressor inlet pressure are all shown in the figures with the
system output power held constant at 160 kw e. These calculations
presume that heat exchangers are provided to hold the temperatures
indicated and to hold recuperator effectiveness constant at 0.925.
The system pressure losses are held constant at 6 percent. Both
1610°R (894°K) hardware and 2060°R (I144°K) hardware (original TAC)
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show only small variations in efficiency over the entire turbine inlet
temperature range. The 2560°R (1422°K) system efficiency decreased at
lower turbine inlet conditions due largely to a decrease in compressor
efficiency caused by the high pressure ratios which result at off-
design operation.
Figure 13 illustrates the performance of the 2060°R (I144°K) TAC-A
operating at a SNAP-8 turbine inlet temperature of 1610°R (894°K) and
the reactor limited to 600 kw t output power.
Figures 14, 15, and 16 are representative of the possible cycle
efficiency-specific radiator area variations as a function of the
selected compressor pressure ratio. These figures are presented for
each of the cycles of interest. Also shown on each figure is the
design value of pressure ratio selected and the off-design operating
points of the two remaining alternative systems. Performance of the
2560°R (1422°K) TAC is not shown at 1610°R (894°K) since it is outside
the scale.
Figure 17 shows the cycle efficiency of the 24,000 rpm TAC-A hard-
ware when Krypton (MW = 83.8) is used as the working fluid. This data
is presented as a function of shaft rotational speed to show why the
cycle performance is so harshly degraded at design speed. At 16,600 rpm
the system passes through its aerodynamic design match point speed and
provides a cycle efficiency of about 30 percent (assuming the alterna-
tor performance can be maintained). As the rotor speed is increased
toward the 24,000 rpm design value, the turbomachinery becomes badly
mismatched and cycle efficiency degrades rapidly. As speed is
increased to 24,000 rpm, Figure 17 shows the compressor pressure ratio
is approaching 3.0 and the compressor is at 145 percent of the aero-
dynamic match point design speed. The TAC-A unit as designed appears
incapable of delivering acceptable performance with this variation in
working fluid molecular weight. If operation with Krypton is desired
at 24,000 rpm the new aerodynamic components defined in Table 15 should
be used.
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3.2 Operation of TAC-A at 2560°R
The original TAC-A-unit will use an INCO-713 cast turbine wheel
for operation at 2060°R (I144°K) turbine inlet conditions. If opera-
tion at 2560°R (1422°K) turbine inlet is required, a refactory metal
turbine wheel and turbine scroll would be necessary. A brief consul-
tation with metallurgical specialists disclosed no obvious questions
regarding the feasibility of direct substitution of refractory mate-
rials for the turbine scroll/nozzle assembly and the turbine wheel.
T-Ill should be readily fabricable into the configuration required for
the scroll/nozzle assembly. Attachment of the T-Ill scroll to the
conventional material of the rear alternator support flange by the
presently defined mechanical fasteners appears feasible but would
obviously require analysis to determine the effects of differential
thermal expansion. A bimetallic transition in the final weld seal
closure (see Drawing of TAC-A, Figure 2) would be required.
A complete thermal analysis of the TAC would be required to deter-
mine the temperatures and heat flows associated with 256(_°i _ (1422°K)
operation. In order to obtain some indication of the suitability of
TZM to this turbine wheel application, a preliminary stress analysis
was performed using the TAC-A wheel design. A finite element stress
analysis was performed on the wheel at 24,000 rpm and at 29,000 rpm
(120 percent speed). Temperatures were approximated using temperature
scaling factors from previous designs. Figures 18 and 19 show the
temperature and equivalent stress as computed for the wheel at 20 per-
cent overspeed conditions.
Figure 20 compares the maximum stresses at each radial location
in the wheel with 0.5 percent creep strength of KDTZM-II75 at the
local metal temperature. A preliminary calculation indicated no mea-
surable creep would occur at design speed for 50,000 hours. The wheel
is also quite safe from a burst standpoint at 120 percent speed for
short time operation. It appears that KTDZM is suitable for application
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a 2560°R (1422°K) TAC system with TAC-A hardware. It should be
9ted, however, that the NASA selected system for the 2560°R (1422°K)
ase has a much higher turbine tip speed than does TAC-A (see Table ii)
nd would present more difficult stress problems.
A substitution of TZM instead of INCO-713 was made in the critical
peed analysis of the TAC-A rotating group. Figure 21 shows the
esults of that analysis and indicates that the greater density of TZM
ould not markedly increase shaft bending problems in TAC-A. Rotor
ynamic performance with TZM turbine wheel appears satisfactory.
esults of the rotor dynamics analysis of all the Phase I TAC machines
s discussed in more detail in Section 5.5.
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4. PHASE III SUMMARY
At the completion of Phases I and II NASA selected the TAC-A con-
figuration, (i.e., 24000 rpm, radial compressor, gas bearings) for
further evaluation during Phase III. Between Phase II and III NASA
changed the TAC cycle state points to reflect a lower 1610°R (894°K)
turbine inlet temperature consistant with the capabilities of the
zirconium-hydride moderated SNAP-8 reactor. Figure 22 shows the cycle
state points used in the Phase III studies.
During Phase I, 1200 Hz alternators were selected for all TAC
configurations. NASA redirected the Phase III effort to evaluate the
feasibility of a 400 Hz alternator. Table 16 shows a summary of the
phase III specifications.
The major objectives of the abbreviated (2 month) Phase III TAC
study were:
(a) Determine feasibility of a 400 Hz alternator version of TAC.
(b) Examine the effects of the new cycle conditions on compres-
sor and turbine aerodynamic performance.
(c) Determine rotor dynamics and new bearing and seal dimensions
consistant with the heavier rotating assembly.
(d) Prepare a new TAC layout with a 400 Hz alternator.
(e) Present comparative d_ta for evaluating the 400 Hz TAC versus
a 1200 Hz TAC.
These objectives have been met and the following paragraphs briefly
summarize the results. Supporting detail regarding component design
is given in Section 6.0 "Phase III Components".
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TABLE 16
PHASE III TAC SPECIFICATIONS
Alternator design power, kwe
Shaft speed, rpm
Working fluid mol wt (XeHe)
Compressor inlet flow, ib/sec (kg/sec)
Compressor inlet pressure, psia (kN/m2 abs)
Compressor pressure ratio
Compressor inlet temperature, °R (°K)
Turbine inlet pressure, psia (kN/m 2 abs)
Turbine pressure ratio
Turbine inlet temperature, °R (°K)
Component configurations
Compressor type-radial
Turbine type-radial
Alternator type-Lundell
Bearings - gas
160
24,000
39.944
13.73 (6.225)
70 (483)
1.9
580 (322)
130 (895)
1.824
1610 (894)
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Figure 23 presents the layout of the TAC machine with a 400 Hz
alternator. Table 17 shows the performance factors for the Phase III
TAC machine with a 400 and a 1200 Hz alternator. Conceptually, the
unit is identical with the Phase I TAC-A unit, which in turn is very
similar to the NASA Brayton Rotating Unit now under test at NASA Lewis
Research Center. The rotating unit consists of a radial compressor and
turbine directly coupled to the rotor of the 2 pole Lundell alternator.
The entire rotating assembly operates at 24,000 rpm and is supported
by gas bearings. Journal bearings [4.0 in (10.16 cm) dial are the
pivoted pad type with 3 pads; 2 rigid (constrained against radial
deflection) and one flexibly mounted. Hydrostatic gas for lift-off at
start is supplied through the conforming pad pivot sockets. A gimba !
mounted Rayleigh step sector thrust bearing is shown with cooling
passages in the stators.
Labyrinth seals are used surrounding each bearing compartment. The
bearing compartments are pressurized to compressor discharge pressure
to maximize bearing load capacity over the operating pressure range.
The alternator cavity is vented to the compressor inlet pressure to
reduce windage losses.
Cooling of the alternator is accomplished by recirculating some
of the working fluid gas inside the alternator cavity. The conical
regions of the alternator rotor serve as pumps to circulate gas through
the main gap. At the center of the stator stack the recirculating gas
flows radially outward through in axial space between halves of the
lamination stack. At the stator stack O.D. the gas flow splits longi-
tudinally in both directions through fins in an oil cooled heat exchange
which cools the gas. The gas then flows downward on both ends of the
alternator, cooling the end turns and re-enters the rotor gap at the
base of the rotor cones, completing the recirculating loop.
Table 18 shows the major factors of comparison between the 400
and 1200 Hz alternators.
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TABLE 17
PHASE III TAC PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
ALTERNATOR FREQUENCY ; Hz 400 1200
EFFICIENCIES :
Cycle efficiency at design*
Turbine
Compressor
Alternator
0.284
0.918
0.865
0.933
0.292
0.918
0.865
0. 942
POWER OUiFUT, kw 178.1 182.8
SHAFT POWER LOSSES, kw
Alternator windage**
Bearings ***
Thrust
Journals
Total losses
LZ NGT I-IS:
Bearir_ sp_
Over:-"l !enirth
_,_SS _OWS
Compressor inlet
Compressor bleed
9.15
1.47
1.28
11.90
IN.
21.45
44.0
LB/SE C
13.73
0.308
LB
225
Ii00
CM
54.48
111.8
KG/S .C
6.225
0.140
KG
102
498
MASS
Rotating group
Total TAC mass
5.97
1.47
1.28
8.72
IN
17.05
39.6
LB/SEC
13.73
0.308
LB
175
8O0
CM
43.31
i00.6
KG/SE C
_G
79.4
363
*Recuperator effectiveness = 0.925
**Cavity pressure = 70 psia (483 kN/m 2 abs)
***Bearing losses arc for zero g operation
6O
ITEM
ELECTROMAGNETIC
h_IGI{T
ELECTROMAGNETIC
EFFICIENCY
OVE R_%LL ALTERNATOR
EFFICIENCY
ROTOR FABRICATION
STATOR STACK
FABRICATION
A_4ATURE COIL
FA[_RICATION
AP.MATURE ASSEMBLY
MASS
UNBALANCES
THERMAL DISTORTION
OF SHAFT
MAGNETIC
UNBALANCES
OVERALL SIZE
VRE AND FIELD
POWER REQUIREFLENTS
DEVELOPSiENT
REQUIREMENTS
TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF 2-POLl: ANb 5-P!iI,t A'_TERNATORS
AT FIIASE IiI OPKI_'_TING C(XDITIr)N_
6-POLE 2-PC, f.I
279 ibs (126 kg) 571 ibs (259 kg]
Further optimization may reduce the 2-pole weight signif!cantly. The' rct_r f_3r the 2-pole JltcrnatJ[
presented is about 50 percent heavier than the 6-polo r;tor.
94.2% @ full load 93.3% _ full l_d
89.3% _ i/4 load 85.8% _ 1/4 l_.]d
91.0% @ full load (approx.) 88.6% @ full load
86.3% @ 1/4 load (approx.) 79.9% @ i/4 load
Based on 70 psia (483 kN/m 2) cavity and estimate using Phase Ill wind_ge calculation methods. The
stator iron losses do not decrease significantly with load, and they are the predominate loss at p_rt
load; they are nearly twice as high in the 2-pole. Less efficient use is made of the back-lron slnce
flux enters and leaves in only two places on the 2-pole. Also, the 2-pole requires greater field power.
The 2-pole armature losses are relatively higher for equal wire sizes and currents due to the relatively
large amount of wire in the end turns not performlng useful work.
No basic differences between bonding a 6-pole and a 2-pole rotor. This appiles fur both brazin_ and
diffusion pressure bonding.
Adequate design obtainable with two May requlre a ]rd material on
materials for 120 volt design, the pole faces for a 120 volt deslqn.
The addition of the 3rd material to the rotor does not present significant addlt_onal problems with
proper development. The possible requirement of a 3rd material for the 2-pole should not be consldered
detrzmental,
DBS = 1.25 in. (3.18 cm) DBS = 3.2_ In. {8.15 cm)
The greater height of the dept_-behind-slot (DBS) on the 2-pole is of co:Item slcce thLs enhanc<_s tnc
posslbil_ty of stack flare and foldlng. Whlle the 6-pole requires special mechanical structure to ret_tn
the stack, the 2-pole requires even more.
40 ° TIIROW 120 ° Ti{R<}W
Both have five turns per coll set but the 2-pole is pulled over a greater arc. The expanse _f thl. _rc
makes handling more dlfflcult and enhances the llkellho_d of handling damaqe to the wi}e insul_tl_..
4.55 in. end-turn length 12.23 in. end-turn
(11.6 cm) (31.1 cml
The very large end-turn length of the 2-pole is of concern, especially over the llfe of the machlne as
the insulatlon falls off and/or the colls sh_ft or sag (closlng the spaclng between _hases). Sp_c_]l
end-turn supports or potting encapsulation wlll be required for the 2-pole. Also, the Ion<p_r span _1]i
have a significantly lower natural frequency and greater amplitude which may be ::f concern for vlmr_tl::
integrLty. Standard, 8-pole aircraft alternator end-turn designs have a measured natural frequcnc.: L,f
700 Hz (typical).
Sy_u_etrical
Thermal distortion is sym_etrical
Has unbalance in auxiliary gap and in main gap;
no unbalanced moments due to pole fringlng flux.
9.5 in. long x 13.6 in. dia (0.24 x 0.35 m)
Volumetric space for the field coil is limlted
and may dictate restrictions to end bell stator
mounting structure.
Nonsymmetrical.
_equire_ removal _f about a
cubic inch of Inconel from
each cone section of the rotor.
The rotor has a nonsymmetrical distortion
pattern due to 2-pole configuration; may
cause problems such as warping of the shaft.
Has unbalance in auxiliary gap and a small
moment due to unsym2netrical fringing flux
about pole ends.
13.9 in. long x 18.5 in. dia (0.35 × 0.47 m)
Ample room for fleld coil and for changlng
the end bell configuration to accommodate
stator mounting.
The greater dlmensions of the 2-pole adds structural weight to the unlt and increases the bearlng span.
However, more space is available for deslgn innovations as pointed out above.
E.L. field power _ 1.16 kW F.L. field power = 1.16 kW
The 2-pole requires a VRE with about twice the rating; however, because the field coil space is crowded
on the 6-pole, the ampere rating of the 6-pole alternator VRE may be 2 to 3 times greater; e.g., 80 to
90 amperes typical, to obtain the necessary ampere turns. The number of turns is limited by the
minimum practical wire or strap size which will still yield a design that is capable of being easily
cooled. On the 2-pole, because of the extra volume available, the necessary ampere turns can be
obtained by a greater number of the same size turns.
Will require special rotor develnpment, etc. According to the previous items,
con%mon to the 6-pole and 2-pole, but it has no will probably requlre some stator
distinctive development requirements fabricatlon development on the first
particular to the 6-pole alone, unit. Unbalances and nonsymmetrical
rotor deformation problems at hlgh
temperatures will require experiment_l
devel:_pment.
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The conclusions reached during the Phase III studies are:
(a) The 400 Hz TAC unit is both feasible and practical, although
heavier and less efficient than the 1200 Hz TAC unit of
Phase I.
(b) Only one significant development uncertainty difference exists
between the 1200 and 400 Hz units. The non-symmetry of the
2-pole alternator rotor may result in shaft distortions which
could cause bearing problems.
The symmetry inherent in the 6 pole rotor eliminates any
possibility of this problem.
(c) The likelihood of the high temperature Anadur wire insulation
eventually flaking off the end turns and entering the gas
circuit as an abrasive dust precludes the use of Anadur in
the TAC alternator. Some alternate high temperature insula-
tion systems can be recommended but these will require mater-
ials development to reduce laboratory techniques to practical
hardware. The other alternative insulation system is a
conventional organic insulation which is suitable for this
application with the use of low temperature 107°F (315°K)
alternator coolant.
(d) The TAC will operate efficiently at the SNAP-8 reactor temper-
ature levels specified for Phase III. The capability for
efficient operation at 2060°R (I144°K) turbine inlet tempera-
ture has been maintained.
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5. TAC PHASEI COMPONENTSTUDIES
5.1 Preliminary Reference C[cles
The TAC Phase I system schematic supplied in the contract
(Figure I, Page 4) was subjected to analysis by the AiResearch
Brayton Cycle system analysis program. The temperatures shown in-
dicated a recuperator effectiveness of 0.925 for the TAC system. This
value was assumed in all subsequent complete cycle analyses. Arbi-
trary assumptions were made for several variables in the system:
Alternator electrical efficiency = 90%
Combined windage, bearing and seal losses = 9.6 kw
= 6% of output
compressor flow - Turbine flow
Compressor flow
Turbine diffuser efficiency
= Bleed = 2%
= 60%
Several other cycle parameters were defined in the contract statement
of work:
Working fluid molecular weight
Turbine inlet temperature
Compressor inlet temperature
Compressor pressure ratio
Turbine pressure ratio
Compressor inlet pressure at 24,000 rpm
39.944
2060°R (I144°K)
700°R (389°K)
1.90
1.786
55 psia -
(379 kN/m 2 abs)
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Compressor inlet pressure at 36,000 rpm
Turbine inlet pressure (% compressor
discharge)
120 to 360 psia 2(827 to 2480 kN/m abs)
0.974
Using the above values as input, Figure 24 was generated to show com-
pressor specific speed, compressor mass flow rate, and cycle efficiency
as a function of compressor inlet pressure for a 36,000-rpm unit. From
this data, it is apparent that the lowest permissible compressor inlet
pressure yields the highest cycle efficiency; therefore, 120 psia
(827 kN/m2 abs) was selected as the design-point for the 36,000-rpm
TAC unit at an output power of 160 kwe. The cycle analysis conducted
at 24,000 rpm used the prescribed compressor inlet pressure of 55 psia
(379 kN/m2 abs). The specific speed of the turbomachinery was nearly
identical for the 24,000- and 36,000-rpm machines. Further, the value
of specific speed, approximately 0.1, assures that high aerodynamic
efficiency can be achieved in either the 24,000- or 36,000-rpm TAC
unit.
Table 19 shows the initial predicted efficiencies of the turbines
and compressors for the TAC at the two required shaft speeds. Flow
rates and overall cycle efficiencies are also shown. The efficiency
values were predicted by empirical specific speed/efficiency correla-
tions for radial flow turbomachinery. The aerodynamic component para-
metric analyses were based on the mass flow estimates shown below;
final component flow rates were determined (Section 2) after a detailed
estimate of the losses had been made.
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(389)
(1144)
400
2700
TABLE 19
TAC COMPONENT PERFORMANCE
Shaft speed, rpm
Compressor inlet pressure, psia
(kN/m 2 abs)
Compressor inlet flow, ibs/sec
(kg/sec)
Compressor efficiency
Turbine efficiency
Cycle efficiency
24,000 36,000
55.0 120.0
(379.0) (827.0)
10.133 10.398
(4.596) (4.716)
0.854 0.841
0.911 0.911
0.281 0.274
5.2 TAC Compressor Preliminary Design
5.2.1 Centrifugal Compressor Optimization
In order to establish a reference efficiency level for the centrif-
ugal compressor stages shown in Figure 25, an AiResearch correlation of
stage efficiency versus specific speed was employed. This correlation
is based on hundreds of tests on all types of centrifugal compressors.
The correlation indicated that if good axial clearances and Reynolds
numbers (based on tip diameter and tip speed) higher than 0.5 x 106
could be maintained, that an efficiency of approximately 0.870 could
be obtained at either speed. With this estimate the required compressol
work (_) could be computed and used in the parametric study that
followed.
The primary variables considered during the parametric analysis
were inducer hub diameter and impeller exit blade angle. The slip
factor was selected to be compatible with the blade number and exit
blade angle in accordance with Figure 26 which is based on a slip fac-
tor estimation program that has proven to be reliable on several de-
signs. Blade thicknesses were obtained from stress considerations and
were based on previous AiResearch experience.
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A relative velocity ratio of 0.6 (shroud exit relative velocity
over shroud inlet relative velocity) was selected for this study. This
value has been shown to be near optimum for centrifugal impellers.
For purposes of the preliminary calculations the blade number was
selected to be 13. This is lower than is generally used for centrif-
ugal impellers but noting the low pressure ratio and relatively light
blade loadings this value is not unreasonable and should result in
reduced blade friction losses. Of course, in the detailed design of
the final selected configuration the blade loadings will be investi-
gated in great detail and any required adjustments in "blade number
can be made at that time.
The optimization procedure consists of calculating the sum of the
various losses for a particular combination of the variables and
repeating until a minimum loss sum is obtained. The losses considered
in this study were:
(a) Aerodynamic losses - blade friction and turbulence losses
(b) Axial clearance losses
(c) Impeller mixing losses
(d) Backface disc friction losses
(e) Vaneless space loss
(f) Vaned diffuser losses
(g) Scroll losses
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While the inducer hub diameter was initially considered to be a
variable, from mechanical and critical speed considerations it was
determined that the minimum practical inducer hub diameter was 2.0 in
(5.08 cm) for both operating speeds and this value was maintained in
all subsequent calculations. Preliminary loss calculations up to
Station 2 (just downstream of the impeller) indicated that very littl£
compromise in efficiency was involved in using this hub diameter com-
pared to 1.5 in (3.81 cm). The remaining major variable left undefin_
was impeller exit blade angle. For a range of impeller exit blade
angles from -20 ° (forward curved) to +60 ° the efficiency, including
aerodynamic and clearance losses, disk friction, and dumping losses
up to Station 2 (see Figure 25 for station definition) was calculated.
The results are presented in the top curve of Figure 27 for the 24,00[
rpm configuration and Figure 28 for the 36,000 rpm configuration. Fr¢
this curve it appears that at least up to Station 2 the optimum impell
exit angle is more than -20 ° (forward curved).
The next step was to include the vaneless space and vaned diffuse
losses in the efficiency calculations.
Normally, in higher pressure ratio designs, the impeller exit Mac
Number is sonic or higher and the vaneless space is employed to mainly
reduce the Mach Number to about 0.85 (since vaned diffuser losses in-
crease markedly at inlet Mach Numbers higher than 0.85). In the prese
case, the impeller exit absolute Mach Number is subsonic and lower tha
0.8 for all blade exit angles considered. It was therefore of interes
to determine whether an optimum diffusion split between the vaneless
space and vaned diffuser existed. For this investigation the vaned
diffuser exit radius at Station 4 was fixed at 8.9 and 6.5 in (22.6
and 16.5 cm) for the 24,000 rpm and 36,000 rpm configurations, re-
spectively. This yields diffuser exit to impeller tip radius ratios
in the order of 2.0 which is consistant with good design practice.
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For a "first solution" a vaned diffuser inlet Mach Number of about
0.4 was selected. Using a vaneless diffuser program, the radius at
which this Mach Number was obtained in the vaneless space was calculated
along with the total pressure loss to that radius. An optimum vaned
diffuser based on the data of Reference 1 was then defined based on the
vaneless space exit conditions. The loss in the vaned diffuser was
also calculated by assuming boundary layer conditions at the vaned dif-
fuser inlet and again using data from Reference i. From the resultant
vaned diffuser exit conditions, the scroll loss was estimated.
In the center curves of Figures 27 and 28 the efficiency to the
vaneless space exit are presented as a function of impeller exit blade
angle. In the lower curves of the same two figures the total-to-total
efficiency to the scroll exit is presented. Note that the efficiency
peaks for both speeds at about 30 ° (backward curved).
In order to investigate the effect of vaned diffuser inlet Mach
Numbers other than 0.4, (i.e., different diffusion splits between the
vaneless space and vaned diffuser) it was assumed that a blade exit
angle of 30 ° would continue to be optimum for all reasonable diffusion
splits. With this angle fixed, the losses and efficiency to the end
of the vaneless space and to the scroll exit were calculated (Figures 29
and 30) for a range of vaned diffuser inlet Mach Numbers from about
0.2 to 0.56.
The overall efficiency (inlet total-to-scroll exit total) appears
to peak for both speeds at a vaned diffuser inlet Mach Number of about
0.3. This would require a very large vaneless space. In these calcu-
lations it was assumed, for purposes of loss calculation in the vaned
diffuser, that the boundary layer condition at the vaned diffuser inlet
was constant. In a large vaneless space considerable diffusion occurs
accompanied by deterioration of the side wall boundary layer. There-
fore, the loss estimate for the vaned diffusers following large vane-
less spaces is probably underestimated and it was decided to select a
vaned diffuser inlet Mach number of 0.4.
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In the detailed design of the final selected TAC configuration a
much more careful investigation of the diffusion split must be made
along with detailed boundary layer calculations in the vaneless space.
A summary of the preliminary design data for the radial compressors
is given in Table 20.
It may be argued that the estimated overall efficiencies of 0.870
and 0.864 seem high compared to values being obtained on similar low
pressure Brayton cycle compressor hardware. Four reasons for this
potential improvement are:
(a) This design will be tailored from the beginning for this
application and will not be a scale of another unit operating
off design.
(b) The number of blades will be reduced consistant with the
moderate blade loadings allowed by the low pressure ratio.
(c) The Reynolds numbers are extremely high due to the high
cycle pressure levels.
(d) The relative axial clearance (clearance to blade exit height
ratio) is small because of the larger size impellers,
especially for the 24,000 rpm configuration.
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The object in using these equations was to find the lowest axial
Mach Number required for a given number of stages while maintaining
rotor and stator diffusion factors less than 0.4 with an optimum hub/
tip ratio. A plot of the resulting exit Mach Number, diffusion fac-
tors, and hub/tip ratios as a function of stage number is presented in
Figure 31.
With the "optimum" inlet hub/tip ratios defined for each number
of stages it was now possible to define initial meridional flow paths.
For each number of stages several simple meridional shapes were tried
to obtain maximum estimated total-to-total efficiency. Note that this
procedure is similar to that carried out in much greater detail during
a final design.
The resulting total-to-total efficiencies and exit absolute Mach
Numbers are plotted as a function of stage number in Figures 32 and
33.
The next step was to estimate clearance and annular diffusion
losses for each case.
A radial clearance of 0.005 in. was selected as being physically
realistic for this design. The efficiency losses corresponding to
this clearance were estimated using the method of B. Lakshminarayana
in Reference 2.
Total-to-total efficiency curves revised to account for clearance
loss are also shown in Figures 32 and 33.
In order to estimate the total pressure loss in the diffuser it
was assumed that a 0.60 pressure recovery factor could be obtained in
the diffuser-scroll combination. This is felt to be readily achiev-
able at the Mach Numbers being considered assuming sufficient axial
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length is available for optimum annular diffuser geometry. The
resulting overall efficiency to the diffuser scroll exit is also
shown in Figures 32 and 33. It is evident that with respect to effi-
ciency the optimum number of stages is about six for the 24,000-rpm
case and seven for the 36,000-rpm case.
The final number of stages selected for both speeds was five as
shown in Figure 34. The selection is justified by the following con-
siderations:
(a) Critical speed analyses for both the 24,000 and 36,000 rpm
designs indicated that in order to prevent severe problems
the length of the axial compressor should be limited and the
hub diameter as large as practical.
(b) In order to obtain the efficiencies predicted above, good
blade contour control is required. Departure from ideal
blade contour of less than 0.1 percent of the blade chord is
considered the maximum permissible. Present manufacturing
techniques will yield contour variations of about 0.001 in.
(0.0254 mm). Therefore, minimum chord lengths for good
efficiency should be approximately 1.0 in. (2.54 cm).
(c) Providing sufficient axial length for an adequate diffuser
while observing minimum blade chord length implies no more
than five stages could fit in the available axial space.
While the selection of five stages appears to result in a decrease
in attainable efficiency of about 0.004 for the 24,000 rpm design and
about 0.0075 for the 36,000 rpm design--it is more than justified by
the easing of stage matching development problems.
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The development problems inherent in axial designs with a large
number of small chorded stages are exemplified by recent data taken on
a small six-stage axial compressor designed for a NASA BRU application.
While very high efficiencies were recorded on an off design portion of
the performance map, the design pressure ratio, efficiency and work
input were in error by a wide margin.
A summary of the preliminary design data for the selected axial
compressors is presented in Table 21.
5.2.3 Recommendations
(a) 24,000 rpm vs 36,000 rpm - From a standpoint of maximum
attainable efficiency it is clear that the 24,000 rpm
designs, either radial or axial appear more promising.
is largely due to the greater significance of clearance
effect in the smaller bladed 36,000 rpm design.
This
(b) Radial vs Axial - While the projected efficiency levels of
both the radial and axial compressors are comparable, it is
felt that other factors may be important to consider when
making the final decision. These factors are summarized in
Table 22.
5.2.4 References for Section 5.2
1Rundstadler, P.W. and Dean, R.C.; "Straight Channel Diffuser
Performance at High Inlet Mach No., ASME Paper No. 68-WA/FE-19.
2Lakshminarayana, B., "Methods of Predicting the Tip Clearance
Effects in Axial Flow Machining", ASME Paper No. 69-WA/FE-26.
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5.3 Turbine Studies
In order to arrive at efficiency estimates for the 24,000- and
36,000-rpm TAC turbines, the designs were subjected to an optimizatic
procedure and detailed three-dimensional analysis. An in-depth anal-
ysis was considered necessary to predict the expected efficiency
values for the two radial turbine designs specified by the contract
work statement. While empirical and analytical correlations are ava_
able based on bulk flow parameters such as specific speed, their pre-
dictions fall with a somewhat wide tolerance band. The predictions
given here are based on a detailed study of the boundary layers inte]
nal to the turbine vanes and rotors.
Design point data pertinent to the TAC turbine designs are sum-
marized below:
TURBINE DESIGN POINT SUMMARY
Shaft speed, rpm
Turbine inlet temperature,
OR (OK)
Turbine inlet pressure,
psia (kN/m 2 abs)
Turbine pressure ratio
Mass flow rate,
ib/sec (kg/sec)
Corrected mass flow rate,
ib/sec (kg/sec)
Specific speed
24,000 36,000
2060 (1144) 2060 (1144)
101.4 (699) 221.2 (1525)
1.786 1.786
9.930 (4.504)
2.869 (1.301)
10.190 (4.622)
1.3495 (0.612)
74.3 76.5
The turbine inlet temperature, pressure, and pressure ratio wer
specified by the contract work statement. The turbine flow rates we
established as shown in Section 5.1.
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5.3.1 Turbine Design Procedure
To begin the turbine design procedure an initial set of vector
diagrams were generated. The vector diagrams of a radial turbine are
defined when the set of parameters listed in Table 23 have values
assigned to them. The AiResearch vector diagram calculation procedure
for radial turbines is the simultaneous solution of the energy, con-
tinuity and free vortex flow equations for a nonviscous, compressible
fluid. The procedure was as follows:
(a)
AS _P'
3-4 (diffuserInitially the parameters stator and p,--
' _Sstage 4
loss) are estimates based on AiResearch experience and are
later verified by boundary layer calculations performed on
the geometry that results from the particular turbine
designs.
(b) The stator inlet swirl (Vu/acr ,) was set at 45 deg to give
the same inlet swirl angle as the BRU turbine developed
under Contract NAS 3-9427 (Brayton Rotating Unit).
(c) Wheel exit swirl was eliminated for bo_h TAC turbines by
( vu ) = 0. The relative flow angle at the hub
setting u-- 3,H
at wheel exit, 83 H' and the hub radius at the wheel exit,
¢
R3,H, were varied to satisfy the constraints of shaft
diameter. The optimum exducer tip radius to wheel tip
radius ratio was given by Rohlik I as 0.70 based on the
specific speeds of the two TAC turbines.
(d) The radius and passage width ratios RI/R 2, R0/R 1 and
B2/B 1 were chosen to be identical to the BRU turbine values.
The vaneless space pressure drop ratio was set at 0.1 based
on experience.
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TABLE 23
PARAMETERS GOVERNING THE VECTOR DIAGRAMS OF A RADIAL TURBINE*
*(Station Nomenclature Given in Figure 35)
T'
0
T'
4
H'
0
H'
4
P 'o/p'4
AP/P' 4
(w_a 
/in
R
_Sstator/_Sstage
w3/w 2
r3,H
B3,H
u T
tV /o
rl/r 2
r0/r t
b2/b 1
_PI-2
_P0-2
F v -- U T
_gJ_I 'ideal
- Inlet total temperature
- Outlet total temperature
- Inlet total enthalpy
- Outlet total enthalpy
- Turbine-diffuser total-to-total pressure ratio
- Diffuser total pressure loss ratio
- Equivalent inlet mass flow
- Gas constant
- Stator-to-stage entropy increase ratio
- Rotor reaction ratlo
- Rotor exit hub work coefficient
Rotor exit hub radius
Rotor exit hub relative velocity angle, deg.
Tip speed
- Rotational speed, rpm
- Stator inlet swirl
- Stator-rotor clearance ratio
- Stator radius ratio
Rotor-to-stator meridional plane b-width ratio
- Vaneless space pressure drop ratio
- Velocity factor
9O
DIFFUSER EXIT
ROTOREXIT
NOZZLE INLET
NOZZLE EXIT
ROTORINLET
TAC RADIAL INFLOW TURBINE REFERENCESTATIONS
FIGURE 35
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(e) Initial estimates of efficiency for the turbines were those
shown in Table 19 (0.911 for both turbines). This efficiency
estimate is necessary in order to establish the downstream
temperature and enthalpy for preliminary vector diagrams.
The AiResearch vector diagram program requires two remaining
parameters to calculate the vector diagrams--the rotor tip speed and
the rotor reaction ratio.
5.3.1.1 Rotor Tip Speed Study
Highly stressed radial turbine designs normally limit the tip
speed to some maximum value which then requires a tradeoff between
wheel inlet incidence losses and wheel exit swirl losses depending on
the required pressure ratio. For much lower stressed Brayton cycle
radial tu_bincs_ tip speed is normally not as important a parameter as
wheel inlet slip factor. Thus, the procedure for calculating Brayton
cycle vector diagrams is to vary tip speed to achieve proper values of
F v (velocity factor) and wheel inlet slip factor.
9alues of rotor reacti<)n ratio and rotor tip speed for the TAC
turbines are not arbitrary but must satisfy the following constraints:
(a) The stator exit flow angle is 74 ° based on AiResearch
experience and the correlation of Rohlik I for the specific
speeds of the two designs.
(b)
The velocity factor, Fv, should be very close to a value of
1.0 with zero exit swirl and a reasonable blade number based
on the Rohlik correlation and AiResearch experience.
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(c) The exducer tip blade angle was limited to a maximum value
of 70 ° from the axial direction. Rotor inlet slip factor
(Vu/U) should be that which permits a reasonable number of
blades.
Preliminary vector diagrams were generated for both turbines by
initially choosing the rotor reaction ratio to be the same value as
the BRU design and varying the rotor tip speed values until F values
v
close to 1.0 were obtained. These preliminary vector diagrams,
together with resultant reasonable stress distributions for both
designs, indicated that the optimum value of F v could be met without
compromise.
5.3.1.2 Rotor Reaction Ratio Study
A detailed tradeoff study was conducted to establish a rotor
reaction ratio that would produce a minimum combination of rotor and
diffuser dump losses. High reaction ratios favor rotor efficiency
while low reaction ratios reduce diffuser losses.
The tradeoff study required velocity distributions within the
nozzle vanes and rotors. Therefore, for each reaction ratio investi-
gated, it was necessary to generate complete turbine geometry and the
resultant velocity distributions followed by a boundary layer analysis
calculation.
The number of rotor blades for the two turbine designs was
2
selected from the shockless entry slip factor criterion of Senoo with
due regard for the physical size of the wheels. Figure 36 is a plot
of optimum slip factor as a function of blade number and wheel tip
blade angle. Experience with the 20-blade BKU design combined with
the data of Figure 36 indicates that the reasonable blade number range
for the TAC turbines is 16 to 24. A blade number on the high side of
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this range improves the blade-to-blade loadings of the wheels but
increases the wetted surface area. The establishment of optimum blade
number requires detailed calculations of blade surface velocities and
boundary layer momentum thickness. Blade numbers of 24 (12 full blade
and 12 splitter blades) for the 24,000-rpm design and 22 (ii full
blade and ii splitter blades) for the 36,000-rpm design were tenta-
tively selected based on the assumption that blade-to-blade loadings
were more critical than the penalty associated with the increased sur-
face area. This assumption will be verified by detailed loss calcula-
tions that will be made during the final design calculations. This
blade number for the final design may be different than that given
here.
All of the factors discussed to this point produce turbine wheel
geometries that exist as two annulii unrelated by an axial dimension.
The axial lengths for the two rotor designs were determined by using
the pitch previously obtained and the Zweiful 3 blade loading criterion
for the wheel exducer sections. It was assumed that axial turning
occurs from an axial location corresponding to the rotor inlet passage
b width to the exducer trailing edge. A Zweiful loading coefficient
value slightly lower than that used in the BRU design produced reason-
able wheel axial lengths.
The shroud contours were calculated to have smooth first and
second derivatives. The blade theta distribution was generated as a
first order involute using the suction surface along the shroud
streamline. Because the wheels were designed having radial blades,
the shroud contour and theta distribution completely defines the blade
beta distribution.
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The blade normal thickness distributions were scaled from two
current AiResearch designs as a compromise bc_tween a highly stressed
advance APU design and the lightly stressed BRUdesign. The normal
thickness distributions used for the TAC wi_eels are shown in Figures
37 and 38. This thickness distribution is intended to provide blade
stress levels consistent with design-life criterion.
Using the geometry shown on Table 24, a detailed flow analysis
was made considering the effects of rotor blade blockage and blade
loading (both axi-symmetric and blade-to-blade). The potential flow
analysis includes velocity distributions along the blade as well as
the axi-symmetric flow solution.
In addition, to calculate stator losses, a boundary layer analysis
must be made of the velocity distribution along the blade surface.
Thus, at least a "first pass" stat_)r design must be available. As
mentioned previously, tlle nozzle inl<,t angle from the scroll was
assumed to be the same as the BRU nozzle angle of 45 °. The nozzle
profiles were generated to satisfy the nozzle vector diagrams includ-
ing the effect of trailing edge blockage. The design procedure actu-
ally designs the blade profiles in an axial plane and transforms the
resulting shape and velocity distribution to the radial plane using a
log-spiral transformation resulting from a sink-vortex flow.
A boundary layer analysis was then made of the calculated stator
vane velocity distribution in order to compute fractional total pres-
sure loss. Because the vane end walls are subjected to the same
boundary layer experienced by the vanes, a simple area ratio correc-
tion gave the loss of the entire vane from the boundary layer calcu-
lated along the blade surfaces. The resulting predicted total frac-
tional pressure losses for the scroll, nozzle, end walls, and vaneless
space are 0.01868 for the 24,000-rpm turbine and 0.01719 for the
36,000 rpm turbine.
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The effect of rotor reaction on turbine efficiency was estimated
by utilizing the tentative geometry and vector diagrams obtained from
the first solution. For each value of reaction ratio examined (from
1.2 to 3.0), a blade surface boundary layer calculation was performed
for both the TAC turbines.
Using efficiency data from the BRU turbine, the blade surface
boundary losses were estimated. These losses were applied to the TAC
turbines by assuming that the TAC losses would vary as the ratio of
the TAC calculated boundary layer momentum thickness to the BRU calcu-
lated boundary layer momentum thickness at the pitch line.
The BRU wheel surface loss was estimated to be 2.8 efficiency
7
points based on published pitch-line efficiency after subtracting
estimated nozzle and scroll losses. TAC blade surface losses and the
diffuser loss (based on 60-percent recovery) are shown on Figure 39
as a function of reaction ratio (W3m/W2). The optimum reaction ratio
appears to lie within the range of 2.00 to 2.40 with respect to mini-
mized losses.
Selection of an optimum reaction ratio for the two turbines per-
mitted final solution of the detailed valocity distribution and bound-
ary layer analysis.
Figures 40, 41, and 42 present the relative velocity profiles
generated by the computer program for the 24,000-rpm design. Only
the hub, mean, and tip stream tubes are plotted although both turbines
were analyzed using 15 stream tubes. Figures 43 and 44 present the
final vector diagrams fcr the turbines, including the effects of
blockage and tangential velocity gradient.
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A final boundary layer analysis was performed on all surfaces
from the scroll inlet to the rotor exit to predict the fractional
pressure loss associated with each surface for both wheels. For the
blade splitter surfaces, calculations were made for the hub, mean, and
shroud line stream tubes and the average value of fractional pressure
loss was assigned to these surfaces. The hub surface loss was computed
assuming the effective velocity profile was the average re]ative vel-
ocity at this location from the axi-symmetric solution. The shroud
loss calculation was performed using the absolute velocity profile
along the shroud line. The blade surface losses and mixing losses
were calculated after the method of Stewart 4.
The two additional losses left before defining turbine performance
are wheel backface loss and clearance loss. Backface loss was computed
with the technique given by Reference 5 using a fluid viscosity based
on static temperature and pressure at the rotor inlet. Clearance loss
was estimated using the size/clearance correlation of Reference 6.
Losses are negligible in the 24,000-rpm design due to large relative
difference between size and clearance. The smaller 36,000-rpm wheel
shows a clearance loss equivalent to an efficiency decrease of 0.67
percent.
5.3.2 Final Loss Distribution and Efficiency Predictions
The final loss distribution and efficiency predictions for both
TAC turbines together with similar data for the BRU turbine is pre-
sented in Table 25. The loss distribution for the TAC turbines is
similar to that estimated from BRU turbine data; however, due to a
lower exit Mach number (i.e., approximately 0.]6 vs 0.23) more dif-
fusion takes place within the TAC rotors than in the BRU, resulting in
less kinetic energy entering the diffuser. Therefore, for a given
diffuser recovery, the TAC turbine will have lower losses in the
diffuser and thus a higher total-to-total overall (scroll inlet to
diffuser exit) efficiency.
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NASA's selection of either the diffuser length or the diffuser
exit Mach number will determine the value of overall efficiency as
shown on Figure 45. The diffuser lengths plotted in Figure 45 are
minimum total pressure loss diffusers obtained in the manner of
Reference 8.
Test data relating efficiency to turbine Reynolds number (m/u2r 2)
are presented in Figure 46. The static and total efficiencies at
design-point operation (based on turbine-inlet, rotor-exit and
diffuser-exit condition) are shown as functions of Reynolds number
for the BRU turbine. It is observed that the TAC turbines operate at
Reynolds numbers favorable to high efficiency.
5.3.3 Turbine Stress Analysis
The determination of the stress distribution in bladed asymmetri-
cal disks (due to the centrifugal force of rotation, the axial and
radial variation in temperature, the mechanical properties of the disk
material, and the bending caused by axial pressure loading) is a prob-
lem best solved by utilizing finite element techniques. The finite
element method has received extensive coverage in recent technical
publications and is accepted as being the most accurate means of
analysis for complex boundary value problems. This analysis has been
expressed in numerical form and programmed for the high-speed digital
computer. The assumptions, equations, and procedure are briefly
stated below.
Assumptions
(a) Blades are utilized as plane stress elements (no circumfer-
ential stress component) with boundary conditions meeting
both disk and blade requirements.
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(b) The disk is considered circu_ferentially symmetrical with
the blade loads distributed uniformly in the tangential
direction. Axial, radial and tangential equilibrium and
compatibility requirements are satisfied.
E_uations
The finite element method is based upon an assumed displacement
pattern of the disk or blade element given by
where
u = a I + a2r + a3z + a4rz
w = a 5 + a6r + a7z + a8rz
u
w
a i---_ a i
r, z
= radial displacement
= axial displacement
= vector constants that are evaluated in terms of the
elements corner displacements
= radial and axial coordinate variables, respectively
Utilizing the above-assumed displacement pattern, the finite
element method forms the element equilibrium equation by equating the
work down by the nodal forces to the strain-energy of the element.
This results in the relationship
Iklu
where
k is denoted as the element stiffness matrix
F is applied forces, body forces and thermal forces
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A separate stiffness matrix is formed for the disk elements
(trapizoidal and triangular) and blade elements in that the tangential
(circumferential) effects are includod in the disk and are not in-
cluded in the blade.
The final solution is then achieved by the simultaneous solution
of the equations for the unknown displacements in both disk and blade.
where
KT is the complete stiffness matrix of the blade-disk configura-
tion that is assembled from the individual element stiffness
matrices.
Stresses acting on each element are obtained from the appropriate
stress-displacement relationships of elasticity. Radial, tangential,
axial and shear stresses are calculated and combined to form an equiv-
alent stress as defined in Figure 47 for each finite element.
I _ - Equivalent Stress
e
2 2 2 1
%
FIGURE 47
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The turbine geometry selected in 5.3.1 was used as input to the
above program and the equivalent stress was calculated for the 24,000
and 36,000 rpm, (INCO 713) turbine designs (Figures 48, 49, and 50).
The temperature distribution appearing in the above figures is a scale
of known temperatures from the NASABRU turbine which has similar
thermal conditions.
It is important to note that within the computer program suitable
restrictions were placed on the curvic end of the turbine wheel to
simulate the connection to the remaining rotating assembly. Also
important in the analysis is the way blading is treated. Input to
the program for finite elements (of blades) is the number of blades
and the tangential thickness of the blade at each element. Thus, the
blades give accurate weight loadings to the disk.
Results of the stress program combined with material properties
appear in Figures 51 and 52. These are plots of the peak equivalent
stress computed at a constant axial location for both design and over-
speed conditions.
Also plotted are the INCO 713 strength properties for each cor-
responding stress element with temperature effects taken into account.
Both wheel stress levels appear sufficiently removed from the stress-
rupture curve based on 50,000 hours design life.
A detailed finite element creep analysis was performed for both
wheels based on 50,000 hours. As can be seen from Figures 51 and 52,
creep stress levels still fall below those permissible for 50,000 life
at design speed.
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5.4 TAC Alternator Studies
5.4.1 Preliminary Screening Studies
Preliminary screening studies were conducted to evaluate both
solid rotor inductor alternators and bonded rotor Lundell alternators
for the TAC application. The overall performance specifications for
this application are summarized in Table 26. Table 27 summarizes the
speed and frequency configurations which were evaluated during this
study.
The preliminary screening studies involved trial designs in which
several parameters were systematically varied• Tables 29, 29 and 30
summarize the results of these trial design studies.
TABLE 26
TAC ALTERNATOR SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS
Design output power, kw
Power output range, kw
Power factor
KVA rating, kva
Speed, rpm
Overspeed capability, %
Design life, years
Coolant temperature, °R (°K)
Allowable hot spot temperature, °R (°K)
Maximum voltage unbalance, %
Maximum windage, kw
Voltage - 3_, 120-v to 480-v L-N
Frequency 400 to 2400-Hz, 400-Hz intervals
160
40 to 160
• 75 lagging
214
24,000 and 36,000
120
5
956 (531)
1260 (700)
9
9.6
121
TABLE 27
ALTERNATORCONFIGURATIONS
24,000 rpm 36,000 rpm
Alternator No. of Frequency No. of Frequency
Type Poles (Hz) Poles (Hz)
Lundell 2 400
Lundell 4 800
Lundell 6 1200
Inductor 4 800
Inductor 6 1200
Inductor 8 1600
Inductor i0 2000
Inductor 12 2400
4 1200
4 1200
8 2400
From the alternators presented in the above tables, three were
selected for further analyses:
(a) Lundell Alternator: 24,000-rpm, 6-pole, 1200-Hz
(b) Lundell Alternator: 36,000-rpm, 4-pole, 1200-Hz
(c) Inductor Alternator: 36,000-rpm, 4-pole, 1200-Hz
A Lundell-type alternator is the first choice for the 24,000- and
36,000-rpm units. This is primarily due to the lower windage losses
of the Lundell-type that result from an inherently smooth rotor of a
smaller diameter than a comparable inductor and higher overall
efficiency.
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Inductor I-6 was selected as the third alternator (second choice
for 36,000 rpm) due to the good mechanical integrity inherent in the
one-piece inductor rotor.
Twelve-hundred Hertz was selected as the output frequency for all
alternators. This is the lowest that can be readily converted to 400
Hz with a natural cycloconverter. Twelve-hundred Hertz was the highest
frequency investigated for the Lundell alternator.
5.4.2 Final Alternator Summary
A preliminary optimization of design and performance parameters
of the recommended alternator configurations was performed and elec-
trical performance determined at design power output and 0.75 lagging
power factor. Table 31 presents a summary of the design details for
the three alternator configurations.
5.4.2.1 24,000 RPM Lundell
Design C-4 was the final 24,000 rpm Lundell design. The layout
of this design is shown in Figure 53 and the layout of the slot is
shown in Figure 54. The saturation curves are shown in Figure 55.
This design has an electrical efficiency of 94.2 percent, decreasing
to 92.6 percent when windage is included. Figure 56 shows the effi-
ciency variation with load. A breakdown of losses versus load (0.75
P.F.) is shown on Page 133.
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TABLE 31
INTERNAL DESIGN DETAILS SUMMARY:
60 ° Phase Belts, 2/3 Pitch; 90% Stacking Factor:
Current Densities - Armature
amps/in2(amps/cm2) - Field
Flux Densities - Back Iron
kl/in2(weber/m_ - Teeth
- Main Air Gap
- Pole
- Frame
- Aux. Air Gap
6-POLE 4-POLE
LUNDELL (C-4) LUNDELL (D-2)
24,000 RPM 36,000 RPM
4 -P OLE
INDUCTOR
36,000 RPM
5071 (786) 5625 (872) 4788 (741)
2014 (332) 1165 (181) 3885 (602)
64 (99.2) 65 (i01) 59 (91.5)
129 (200) 124 (192) 135 (209)
52 (80.6) 46 (71.3) 56 (86.8)
84 (130) 75 (116) 80 (124)
ii0 (171) 115 (178) 112 (174)
57 (88,4) 57 (88.4) N.A.
Rotor % Magnetic Steel - 55 55 N.A.
% Harmonics - Third
- Fifth
- Seventh
0 0 0
3.3 3.3 1.3
2.0 2.0 1.7
F.L. Losses - Pole Face
(watts) - Back Iron
- Teeth
- Armature
- Field
- Windage
(@ psia)
- Total
Overall
Efficiency-
1552 2538 1089
2213 2935 4771
1683 841 798
3247 2236 3218
1158 1165 1990
2884 13065 2080
(55) (120) (i)
12.73% 22780 13.946
92.6% 87.6% 92.0%
No Load Loss - 5200 6000
Electrical Weights - Armature
pounds (kg) - Field
- Frame
- Stacks
- Rotor
- Total
13 (5.89)
49 (22.2)
85 (38.5)
35 (15.9)
98 (44.4)
280 (127)
9 (4.08)
42 (19.0)
88 (35.4)
41 (18.6)
92 (41.7)
272 (123)
16 (7.25)
22 (I0.0)
36 (16.3)
81 (36.7)
83 (37.6)
238 (108)
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TABLE 31 (Cont'd)
INTERNALDESIGNDETAILSSUMMARY:
60° PhaseBelts, 2/3 Pitch; 90%Stacking Factor:
Dimensions- Rotor O.D. (cm)
inches - Rotor Length (m)
- Stack Length (cm)
- Stack O.D. (m)
- Overall O.D. (m)
- Overall Length (m)
Rotor Steel -
Numberof Slots -
Conductorsper Slot -
Series Turns -
Parallel Paths -
Parallel Strands -
Resistances, Hot - Armature(ohms) (Per Phase)
- Field Coil
6-POLE 4-POLE 4-POLE
LUNDELL (C-4) LUNDELL (D-2) INDUCTOR
24,000 RPM 36,000 RPM 36,000 RPM
7.5 (19.05) 7.125 (18.097) 9.155 (23.254)
9.5 ( .241) 9.22 ( .234) 7.59 ( .193)
2.7 (6.86) 3.12 ( 7.92 ) 2.856 (7.254)
12.016 ( .305)11.305 ( .287) 13.000 ( .330)
13.56 ( .344)12.73 ( .323) 15.23 ( .387)
9.5 ( .241) 9.22 ( .234) ]2.97 ( .329)
4340 R c 33 4340 Rc 48 H-II
90 60 108
2 2 2
15 i0 9
2 2 4
8 6 2
0.0125 0.0084 0.0126
0.152 0.159 0.327
Main Gap, inch (mm) -
Auxiliary Gap, inch (mm) -
Reactances - Xd (Unsat.)
(P.U.) - X'd (Sat.)
- X"d
- Xq
- X"q
- X2
- X0
0.07 (1.78) 0.07 (1.78) 0.09 (1.78)
0.05 (1.27) 0.05 (1.27) ....
0.867 0.86 1.216
0.462 0.33 0.341
0.462 0.33 0.341
0.434 0.41 0.594
0.434 0.41 0.594
0.448 0.37 0.467
0.0177 0.01 0.0119
Time Constants, Hot - T'DI (a)
(seconds ) - T 'DO
- TA
- Td,,
0.403 0.37 0.156
.... 2.09
0.004 0.005 0.0061
0.0017 0.0017 --
(a) T'DI is T'D0 except it does not assume a solid
steel flux circuit.
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Power Output, kw 40 80 120 160
e
Losses, watts
AC winding 180 732 1,732 3,247
Field winding 473 634 854 1,158
Pole Face 521 735 1,086 1,552
Teeth 1,560 1,600 1,642 1,683
DBS 2,051 2,104 2,158 2,213
Electromagnetic 4,875 5,805 7,472 9,853
Windage 768 1,471 2,158 2,884
Total loss 5,553 7,276 9,630 12,737
Efficiency, percent
Electromagnetic 89.32 93.24 94.14 94.20
Overall 87.8 91.7 92.6 92.6
The efficiency is relatively constant from full load to half
load but begins to fall off at 1/4 load.
_.4.2.2 36,000 RPM Lundell
Design D-2 was the final 36,000 rpm Lundell design. The layout
)f this design and slot punching are shown in Figures 57 and 58.
_aturation curves are shown in Figure 59. Efficiency curves are
{hown in Figure 60. A breakdown of generator losses versus load
(0.75 P.F.) is shown on Page 138.
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Power Output, kw
e 40 80 120 160
Losses, watts
AC winding 117 484 1,157 2,236
Field winding 468 631 853 1,165
Pole face 915 1,246 1,784 2,524
Teeth 804 816 829 841
DBS 2,804 2,847 2,890 2,935
Total elec. 5,108 6,025 7,512 9,702
Windage 3,529 6,787 9,842 13,065
Total loss 8,637 12,812 17,354 22,767
Efficiency, percent
Electromagnetic 88.68 93.00 94.11 94.28
Overall 82.24 86.20 87.36 87.56
5.4.2.3 36,000 RPM Inductor
The layout of the 4-pole inductor design is shown in Figures 61
and 62. Table 31 presents a summary of the design and performance
details. Saturation curves are shown in Figure 63.
5.4.2.4 Mechanical Description
This section summarizes the mechanical details of the two final
Lundell alternator designs and the final inductor alternator design.
Figures 53, 54, 57, 58, 61, and 62 are the configuration layouts for
the three designs. The ballooned numbers in these figures relate to
the materials used for the indicated areas, the materials list being
provided in Table 32. As seen on the figures, the basic alternator
is made up of the rotor, the magnetic frame, the Hiperco-27 stacks,
the armature coils, and the field coils. The rest of the configuration
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TABLE 32
TAC ALTERNATOR MATERIALS LIST
i. Nickel Clad (20-28_) Silver - AC Windings
(to be changed to A181-321 Clad Silver for Phase III)
2. CuBe Alloy (Dispersion Strengthened Copper
Beryllium Alloy) - Field Coil and AC Bus Ring
3. Alumina (A1203) -Slot Liner, Slot Wedge, Bore Seal
4. Mica mat - Slot Cell Separator for Corona
5. Hiperco 27 Alloy, 0.004 inch Laminations, Magnetic-
Stator Stack
6. Hiperco 27 Alloy, Forgings, Magnetic-Stator Frame,
End Bells
7. Inconel 718, Non-Magnetic - Rotor
8. AlSl 4340 Steel, Magnetic - Rotor
9. AISI H-If Steel Forging, Magnetic - Rotor
I0. To be selected, Non-Magnetic, Non-Conducting (Electrica])-
Conical Baffle
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around these fundamental components are to transfer the coolant in and
out, transfer the power out and support the stator and rotor. The
mounting of the bearing housings to the stator frame is a part of
the total TAC configuration (not shown) and is done by mechanically
fastening directly to the magnetic frame to utilize the structural
rigidity associated with the relatively large magnetic frame.
The armature coil leads pass through the end bell to the bus
rings on the 24,000 rpm design. In passing through the end bell, one-
half inch spacing (1.27 cm) is required around each lead. This is to
minimize eddy current heating due to the high frequency alternating
flux surrounding the lead. This half-inch spacing is adhered to as a
general rule for all the electrical leads of the ac armature coil.
The stators are hermetically sealed by the can mounting the
terminals. This hermetic shroud is a thin wall reinforced can whose
thickness is 30 to 40 mils (0.76 to 1.02 mm). There are reinforcing
rings around the can.
The stator punchings are 0.004 in. thick (0.102 mm) Hiperco-27
magnetic alloy, have a semi-closed slot to reduce pole face losses,
and are assembled into an unwelded stack to reduce iron losses. A
0.0004 inch (0.0102 mm) thick layer of plasma-arc sprayed alumina con-
stitutes the interlaminar insulation. The block of material shown
dotted on the ends of the stacks are small tabs on the ends of the
slot liners. These hold and align the unwelded stacks to prevent the
thin teeth from excessive flaring. The bottom slot liner must be slit
into an "L" shape in order for the slot liner to be assembled into the
semi-closed slot. The upper slot liners are "U" shaped and can be
assembled from the ends of the stack at the time of winding.
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The field coil is wound into series connected toroids of flat
straps. They are electrically insulated from each other and the
cooling ducts. There is a flat-to-round transition section between
each coil bundle and terminal.
There are four bus rings in each generator. The parallel phase
groups of the armature are connected to each bus ring in such a manner
that the bus ring I2R losses are held to a minimum. This permits the
rings to be cooled by radiation to the stator cavity walls. The
maximum bus ring temperature can be expected to be less than 800°F
(700°K) with a 500°F (533°K) sink temperature. The bus rings are
supported by ceramic insulation and a mechanical mount as illustrated
in the various views. The rings are not continuous rings, but are
partial arcs allowing for thermal expansion without diametral growth.
The insulation pieces are spaced quite widely on the rings to permit
a good field of view for radiation cooling. The leads come directly
off the armature coil into bus rings as seen in the figures and the
exposed lead ends are bonded into the bus rings. This is important
to the design of the alternator since it simplified making a sound
electrical joint at the time of final assembly. This is even more
important should it be necessary to bake out the Anadur and fire it
prior to assembly of the windings. This pre-bake will obtain a better
slot fit-up at assembly by accounting for the 35 percent Anadur
shrinkage prior to winding. Thus, by attaching the wire ends to the
bus rings in readily accessible areas, bonding problems are minimized.
There is one terminal per bus ring, centrally located about the
armature connections. Because of the temperatures brought on by the
high current density and because of the limited space, special termin-
al studs are required. They are sized rather large to have sufficient
cross sectional area to permit them to be self-cooled by radiation.
Nickel plating is used to obtain an emmisivity of 0.4 on the outer
surfaces. They can be cooled by radiation alone to less than 800°F
(700°K) for a 500°F (533°K) ambient.
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The features of the rotor design are found in the bonded
construction and slotted pole faces. The slotted pole faces have
0.006 wide by 0.i00 inch (0.153 by 2.54 mm) deep slots, approximately
30 per inch (12 per cm), that are cut with gangs of carbide cut-off
wheels. The process for doing this has previously been developed by
Westinghouse.
The central hole shown dotted in the rotor core serves an
assembly function. It is not used for cooling and may not be neces-
sary for the heat treatment to obtain the desired hardnesses. The
angled lines, also dotted, on the two Lundells illustrate the minimum
volume needed for magnetic flux carrying purposes.
The cooling system for the Lundell alternators (Figures 53 and
57 utilizes the nonmagnetic separation between the stacks and the
frames. For each machine, this member would be constructed in two
sections, one for each half of the stack. Liquid coolant flows
through helical grooves near the inner surfaces, parallel grooves in
each part being provided to meet the redundant cooling system require-
ment. The finned outer portion of this separator provides cooling
passages for gas flowing from the end bell to the center of the stack.
The gas will transport some of the pole face and windage losses from
the "air"-gap to the separator to provide rotor cooling without over-
heating of the stator armature windings.
The stator can be assembled as a unit separate from the rotor and
stub shaft assemblies. This is an important feature for assembly into
the TAC or for separate assembly for TAC pre-assembly tests. The
alternator is mounted to the TAC through conical frames that mechan-
ically attach the magnetic frame.
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Most of the tubing for coolant flows, leads, etc., are not
precisely shown due to the lack of definition at this stage of the
design. The few tubes shown will actually be parallel tubes spaced
180 degrees apart to equalize the disturbances due to the penetrations.
This equalizing rule will be adhered to for all penetrations in
general.
5.4.3 Alternator Rotor Stress and Fabrication Considerations
The preferred materials for the Lundell rotor are SAE 4340 and
Alloy 718. This combination of materials can be diffusion bonded in
an autoclave. Compaction of a loose-fitting assembly is produced by
gas pressure at an elevated temperature and thermally activated dif-
fusion bonds are produced. The time-temperature-pressure cycle in the
autoclave, which has been developed for bonding rotors with lesser
strength requirements, should be modified to produce a higher strength
SAE 4340 alloy. This can be accomplished by aging alloy 718 at a
temperature which prevent transformation of the 4340 steel from austen-
ite to pearlite. The assembly should then be cooled from the aging
temperature before transformation occurs to obtain an adequate hardness
and strength for the TAC application.
The maximum stress intensity within the 24,000 rpm Lundell rotor
will be 81,000 psi (558,000 kN/m 2) at 20 percent overspeed as shown in
Figure 64. A hardness between Rc25 and Rc32 in the SAE 4340 steel is
required to obtain adequate strength for the overspeed condition.
The maximum stress intensity within the 7.125 inch (18.1 cm)
diameter 36,000 rpm Lundell rotor without a central hole at 20 percent
overspeed is 83,000 psi (572,000 kN/m 2) as shown in Figure 65. This
stress intensity is only slightly higher than the peak stress in the
24,000 rpm alternator with a central hole but would have higher aver-
age stress. The 36,000 rpm design with a hole has unacceptably high
stresses.
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The stress intensities within the 36,000 rpm inductor rotor with
a central hole are excessive. A rotor without a central hole is
marginal from the standpoint Of strength, having a maximum stress of
138,5000 psi (955,000 kN/m2) at overspeed which is 92 percent of the
0.2 yield strength of H-II.
5.4.4 Corona Considerations for Volta@e Selection
The ambient atmosphere in which the stator winding of the TAC
alternator will be operating is composed of a mixture of helium and
xenon gases, approximately 72 percent helium and 28 percent xenon by
volume. Dr. T. Dakin of Westinghouse Research and Development
Laboratories was consulted for information regarding the properties
of the helium-xenon gas mixture in the stator cavity. According to
Dr. Dakin, helium will have a predominant influence on the gas mix-
ture's electrical characteristics. Therefore, the properties given by
Paschen's curve for helium are used to determine the maximum permis-
sible voltage of the armature winding to preclude corona.
The minimum spacing between phase conductors is 0.029 in.
(0.737 mm), equal to the thickness of the slot liner and conductor
double insulation thickness. An ac winding voltage of 415 volts rms
or 587 crest volts line to line is assumed for this analysis. The
corresponding crest voltage is 881 volts when allowance is made for a
50 percent voltage transient. The minimum pressure for voltage break-
down at 881 volts and 0.029 in. (0.737 mm) gap is 25 psia (172 kN/m 2
abs) according to the Paschen's curve for helium, which would be the
case for a break in the insulation.
The case of a helium gap in series with solid insulation between
conductors must also be considered. A basic law of electrostatics
W!
states that the total voltage "E T across series dielectrics is
divided in proportion to the ratio of the thicknesses "t " of the
n
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ndividual dielectrics to the respective dielectric constants "K "
n
ndicated below:
as
ETD[tlt2t3J
= electrostatic flux density
= permittivity of free space
A result of this relation is the concentration of voltage across
%e low dielectric constant media, such as a gas, when it appears in
aries with high dielectric constant solid materials. Ceramic insula-
ions are particularly poor in this respect because of their relative-
{ high dielectric constant.
For the TAC alternator, there are two insulating materials
%nadur and alumina) of known thicknesses in series with a gas filled
ip of unknown thickness. The dielectric constant of alumina is
_proximately i0 while the dielectric constant of Anadur is estimated
3 equal to that of Borosilicate glass at 662°F (623°K), which is
9out 5.6. The dielectric constant of helium is assumed equal to that
free space, that is 1.0. Thickness of the alumina is 18 mils
).457 mm) and the double thickness of Anadur is ii mils (0.280 mm)
)r phase-to-phase voltage in the slot (see Figure 66).
The thickness of the gas filled gap cannot be determined as it is
variable quantity throughout the winding. However, it is not neces-
fry to establish an exact value for the gap in order to determine the
Lnimum pressure below which ionization of the gas will occur. The
._rcent voltage, "percent VHE , across any helium gap length can be
,_termined by solution of the equation below for various values of
ip length.
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%VIIE :
i 00
7--i + K2 . _l
where: t I = gap length
K 1 = dielectric constant of gas in gap
t 2, t 3 = thickness of solid insulations in series with gap
K 2, K 3 = dielectric constants of solid insulations
Solution of the above equation for the case under consideration
results in the curve given in Figure 68. The maximum voltage across
the various gap lengths can now be determined from the nroduct of
"VHE" and the maximum expected winding voltace as previously determined.
The pressure (p) times spacing (d) value, 'pd", is determined from
Paschen's curve for the gas in question and corresponding to the
voltages calculated above. The minimum pressure below which ionization
of the gas will occur is determined by dividing Paschen's nd value by
the gap length used in determining the gap voltage. A plot of minimum
pressure versus length of gap for the TAC alternator, assuming helium
gas in the gap, is presented in Figure 69. This curve shows that
ionization of the helium gas in the stator cavity will not occur for
pressures greater than 66 psia (455 k_J/m 2 abs) regardless of the length
of gap (containing helium) in series with the Anadur and alumina in-
sulation, assuming, of course, that the maximum expected winding voltage
is not exceeded. The gap length at which ionization would occur is
0.004 in (0.102 mm) from Figure 69. The probability of this _ao lenmth
occuring in the alternator is very high and therefore it can be conclude
that stator cavity pressure must exceed 66 osia to prevent ionization
of the gas mixture in the stator cavity for the insulation configuration
and voltage described in Figure 66.
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Other conditions investigated are conductor-to-stack voltage in
the slot, Figure 70, phase-to-phase voltage in the slot with mica slot
liners, Figure 66, phase-to-phase voltage in the slot with alumina slot
liner and i0 mil (0.254 mm) mica mat phase separator, Figure 67, and
120/208 volt connected winding. Results are presented in Figure 71.
The pressure in the stator cavity will decrease when system load
is decreased. For this reason, it is recommended that the 120/208
alternator voltage be selected.
A voltage transient of 50% was assumed in the corona analysis.
If actual systems voltage transients are less or if a gas with a better
Paschen's characteristic is selected, the minimum pressure values given
in Figure 71 would be lower. In any case, the minimum allowable stator
cavity pressure should be determined by test under conditions selected
for the final configuration. At present, however, a minimum cavity
pressure of 16 psia (Ii0 kN/m 2 abs) is recommended.
i
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.-.),.01S _r-_-
gas _-_ ,ches
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5.4.5 Alternator Thermal Analysis
A number of preliminary thermal maps were generated using Westing-
house computer analysis routines. Analysis was limited to the recom-
mended 24,000 rpm TAC alternator but the techniques are applicable to
the 36,000 rpm designs and the trends shown here will also aDply to
the 36,000 rpm designs.
5.4.5.1 Alternator Thermal Maps.
The first thermal analyses were performed assuming little, or no,
gas flow in the air gap, but providing coolant for the end bell.
Figure 72 presents the thermal map for one such case in which about 700
watts (15%) of the windage and pole face losses were carried out by the
gas. This thermal map illustrates that with no gas flow, and nearly
all windage and pole face losses passing through the gap to the stack
or the end bell, the maximum rotor temperature will exceed 900°F (756°K) .
In the highly stressed center hole region, the temperature would reach
870°F (739°K) . For the proposed materials, the temperature would be
excessive. In addition, the armature winding temperatures are slightly
in excess of the specified hot-spot limitation of 796°F (698°K).
To reduce the rotor and winding temperatures, gas was permitted
to flow through the gap. Assuming a gas temperature rise of 100°F
(56°K) as it flows through the auxiliary, conical, and main gaps to the
center of the stack, the maps of Figures 73 and 74 are obtained. As
these maps show, it is desirable to assure a coolant temperature of
not more than 625°F (603°K) at the entry to the auxiliary qa D. If this
condition is met, the maximum rotor temperature at the central hole
would be about 705°F (648°K). Calculations of the heat transfer in the
heat sink area indicate that the gas will leave the finned passaqe at
about 30°F (17°K) above the heat sink temperature, or about 555°F (563°K)
Assuming some heating before entering the auxiliary gap, it is probable
that the gas temperature at this point will be in the range between
580 and 625°F (578 and 603°K) as shown in the figures.
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The inclusion of end bell cooling ducts adds considerable complex-
ity to the end bell, and with a failure of one flow path, a circumfer-
ential or diametral temperature gradiant would be created in the end
bell. To evaluate the necessity for end bell cooling, the map of
Figure 75 was obtained. This map can be compared directly with
Figure 74. The comparison indicates that only the end bell and baffle
temperatures are significantly affected by elimination of the end bell
cooling ducts. However, this cooling method was retained for considera-
tion in the next phase of study in that it may prove of greater merit
at that time (see Section 6.3.3).
During the final stages of the Phase I TAC effort, it became
apparent that the provision of a flow path for the gas from the heat
sink to the outside of the end bell could be difficult. Therefore, a
study was made of the thermal performance obtained when the gas was
constrained to enter the auxiliary gap near the conical section. The
thermal map, Figure 76 shows that while the rotor and end bell tempera-
tures near the gap are increased (as compared to Figure 74), they are
still well within acceptable limits.
The thermal map of Figure 77 shows the effect of using a liquid
coolant at SNAP-8 temperatures. All temperatures within the alternator
are well within the 300°F (167°K) hot spot temperature rise limitation
of the TAC program.
5.4.5.2 Field Coil Thermal Analyses
The TAC 24,000 rpm Lundell alternator field coil was analyzed
utilizing the same program as for the basic alternator. A total of
up to 155 nodes were considered. These studies indicated that with
the proposed spiral-wound strap conductors, the maximum temperature
can be within about 150°F (83°K) of the liquid coolant temperature.
This will require the use of thin insulations between turns, and high
thermal conductivity ceramic plates at the ends of each section to
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assure low radial temperature drops. In addition, it may be feasible
to reduce the proposed field coil dimensions, since the electrical re-
sistance will be decreased at the indicated temperatures, resulting
in decreased losses.
5.4.5.3 Phase I Alternator Thermal Anal_sis Summary
The preliminary thermal analyses discussed above demonstrate that
Lundell alternators can be cooled to meet the TAC program hot-spot
limitations. Significant findings are enumerated below:
(a) To limit the axial temperature gradient of the alternator
to about 25°F (14°K), a liquid flow rate (nominal) of about
1.668 ib/sec (0.756 kg/sec) is required. Pumping power for
the coolant, from alternator inlet to outlet, will be about
1230 watts, dropping to 615 watts when the gradient exists
due to blockage of one coolant path.
(b) Gas flow through the rotor to stator gap must be provided
to limit the rotor temperature to 700°F (643°K).
(c) The "air" gap gas flow can be restricted to the conical and
main gap regions with little effect upon the rotor temperature
(d) Addition of liquid coolant passages in the end bells has no
significant effect on rotor cooling. However, such coolant
passages could reduce the axial temperature gradient caused
by loss of one of the redundant cooling flows.
(e) Hot spot temperatures, oGcuring in the armature windinq end
turns, will be less than 300°F (167°K) above the liquid
coolant temperature.
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(f) Field coil temperatures will not exceed the hot spot tempera-
ture specified for the TAC alternator.
(g) If the coolant temperature is changed, all alternator tempera-
tures will change by approximately the same magnitude. How-
ever, some deviation from the patterns will result from changes
in the losses due to temperature level.
Alternator Overall Conclusions and Recommendations
The recommended alternator design is the 24,000 rpm, 6-pole Lundell
_t 120 volts (L-N), the latter being limited by corona considerations
lhich in turn limits the minimum stator cavity pressure (and minimum
_ystem pressure indirectly) to 16 psia (ii0 kN/m 2 abs). Testing is
:ecommended to verify this prior to "freezing" the minimum specified
)ressure. The rotor for this configuration is constructed of SAE 4340
_nd Inconel 718, diffusion bonded and hardened to 33 R and 38 R re-
c c
{pectively in an autoclave. The hardness requirements are dictated
_y the strength requirement and are within the realm of practicality
!or hardening as a bonded unit within the autoclave. No significant
[ains could be identified utilizing other magnetic materials having
_uperior magnetic properties or more compatible "heat-treat-as-a-unit"
:haracteristics.
The impact of designing without a central hole in the rotor was
!ound to be significant to the design choice. With the hole, the
16,000 rpm designs are overstressed and impractical; the 24,000 rpm
iesigns require the magnetic steel to be hardened to 33 R c. Without
;he hole, the 36,000 rpm Lundell only requires hardening the 4340 to
3 R to make it strong enough; the 24,000 rpm Lundell 4340 may be left
c
n a fully annealed state (Rcll) for adequate strength.
Windage losses are well below the 9.6 kw limit but are very
ignificant to the choice of cooling configuration. A circulating gas
.ompletely within the alternator is required to limit hot spot and
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rotor temperatures below safe levels. This gas flow is generated by
the dynamic head created in the conical sections of the rotor and the
flow need not pass through the auxiliary air-gap sections for adequate
cooling. Preliminary calculations indicate the inherent gas flow to
be two times the minimum requirement.
End-bell cooling appears to be unnecessary but was retained for
further study in Phase III relative to redundancy requirement in case
only one of the two parallel cooling paths is operative.
The alternator meets electrical specifications but further improv6
ments are expected in the Phase III design. In particular, the 8.9
percent calculated voltage unbalance appears to be conservatively
high and with improved calculation techniques, should drop below the
6 percent goal. Also, the efficiency at 1/4 P.U. load will be improved
The location of electrical leads, bus rings, terminals and coolinc
tubes are significant to the TAC assembly configuration. Preliminary
agreement on basic configurations must be reached early in Phase III
prior to initiating the detailed design analyses as their location
can affect all components with the TAC unit.
5.4.7 References for Section 5.4
I. Belt, R.N. : Silent Electrical Power Generators for Tactical
Applications. U.S. Army MERDC, Report No. 1954, Appendix E,
June 1969.
2. Bagwell, D. : TOSS, An IBM 7090 Code for Computing Transient c
Steady-State Temperature Distributions. Union Carbide Nuclear
Co., Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, AEC R&D Report No.
K-1494, 1963.
3. Becker, K.M., and Kaye, J. : Measurements of Diabatic Flow in
an Annulus with an Inner Rotating Cylinder. Trans. AS>rE,
Series C, Vol. 84, pp. 97-105, 1962.
4. Bjorklund, I.S., and Kays, W.M. : Heat Transfer Between Con-
centric Rotating Cylinders. Trans. AS_IE, Series C, Vol. 81,
pp. 175-186, 1959.
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,.5 Rotor Dynamics
During Phase I, critical speed and bearing load studies were
,erformed for all candidate TAC configurations. Such studies indicate
'hat effect radial bearing spring rate, bearing span and rotating
roup weight and stiffness distribution will have on critical speeds
nd dynamic bearing loads. A typical "finite element" mass and stiff-
ess distribution model is shown in Figure 78 for TAC-A.
Design iterations on the above parameters are repeated until
nalysis indicates that the following criteria are met:
(a) Rigid body critical speeds will occur at the lower end of
the rotational spectrum away from the operating speed range
(b) Bending mode criticals will occur well above the 120 percent
overspeed point
Table 33 summarizes bearing and rotating group characteristics
or the final TAC configurations. Vertical rotor orientation or
ero-g operation was assumed in all analyses with a mass eccentricity
,f 0.0001 in. (0.00254 mm) chosen to simulate the "worst case" mass
nbalance condition.
The usual procedure in designing a rotating group is to calculate
he critical speeds with consideration of rotor and bearing flexibility
nd then adjust the rotor bearing design such that criticals do not
oincide with the operating speed range. Included in such calculations
re such essential effects as:
Gyroscopic moments
Shaft flexibilities
Linear and nonlinear bearing flexibilities and damping
Static and dynamic rotor unbalance
Rotor mass distribution
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No problems were encountered in these areas for both gas bearing
configuration, TAC-A and TAC-B. The large shaft diameter necessary
for journal bearing load capacity also lends bending stiffness to the
rotating group. Pivoted-pad gas bearings of 60,000 ppi spring rate
(105,000 N/cm) were used in each configuration. Figures 79 and 80
present rotor dynamics for TAC-A and TAC-B, respectively. Bearing
loads are slightly higher for TAC-B due to a longer bearing span and
the heavier axial compressor.
In order to meet the 50,000 hour design life, TAC-C and D
employed 30-mm roller bearings. Therefore, to allow enough shaft
diameter about the alternator rotor for sufficient rotor stiffness,
the bearings were mounted outboard of the turbine and compressor.
The roller bearings as mounted in the TAC structure will exhibit
spring rates of approximately 500,000 ppi (875,600 N/cm). As can be
seen from Figure 81 for TAC-C this places the second critical squarely
in the operating range. This was corrected by mounting both bearings
in a flexible mount of 40,000 ppi equivalent spring rate (70,000 N/cm).
A similar problem existed for TAC-D (see Figure 82) although it
required only the turbine end bearing to be flexibly mounted with a
spring rate equivalent to 100,000 ppi (175,000 N/cm).
Initially, TAC-E and -F utilized inboard oil film journal bear-
ings. However, the large journal diameters dictated by bending stiff-
ness considerations also entailed prohibitive viscous losses. There-
fore, the bearings were mounted outboard on a 1.0-in. diameter shaft
extension (2.54 cm) thereby decreasing overhung weight while simultane-
ously allowing increased center stiffness through larger diameter
internal shafting. Figures 83 and 84 present satisfactory rotor
behavior with a bearing spring rate of i00,000 ppi (175,000 N/cm).
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5.6 TAC Bearinq Configurations
5.6.1 Gas Lubricated Bearing System
The journal bearing concept chosen for both the radial and axial
flow 24,000 rpm TAt units is a three-pad configuration with one pad
resiliently mounted to accommodate journal centrifugal growth and ther-
mal gradient effects.
Analyses were performed by computer techniques using the following
assumed constants:
(a) Gas lubricant (working fluid) molecular weight, He-Xe
mixture - 39.944
(b) Rotating assembly angular speed, 24,000 rpm
(c) Pad length-to-diameter ratio (L/D) , arbitrary choice - 1.00
(d) Pad-wrap angle, arbitrary choice - 100-deg arc
(e) Pad-pivot location - 65 percent back from pad leading edge
(f) Journal bearing design load - one-half the weight of the TAC
rotating assembly, i.e., i00 ib (444.8 N)
(g) Bearing cavity ambient pressure - a range as follows:
177
TAC Net Output,
kw@
Pa (Bearing Cavity
Ambient Pressure),
psia kN/m2abs
40.0 25.0 172.4
160.0 i00.0 689.5
(h) Journal (lubricant) temperature - a range arbitrarily
selected between 860 and 1260°R 477.5 and 696°K)
5.6.1.1 Journal Bearin@ Design Load
The radial aerodynamic component verslon of the TAC machine is
conceptually a scale-up of the NASA BRU. The rotating group mass of
the BRU is approximately 22 ib (9.96 kg). Preliminary estimates of the
24,000-rpm TAC indicated that the rotating group, scaled from the BRU
geometry, would weight close to 200 ib (90.5 kg). Design practice
dictates that each journalrbearing should, as a minimum, support one-
half of this weight during self-acting operation with the TAC operating
horizontally in a 1 g environment.
5.6.1.2 Journal Bearin_ Design Minimum Film Thickness
In the design of a gas bearing/rotor suspension system for turbo-
machinery such as the TAC, the bearing load capacity (minimum film
thickness requirements are of paramount importance. The lowest bear-
ing cavity ambient pressure level (to meet the lower power level output
operating conditions) will establish the journal diameter. Preliminary
studies revealed that a 3.5-in.-dia journal {8.89 cm) would provide the
required 100-1b (444.8 N) load capacity at "worst-case" conditions of
25.0 psia (172.4 kN/m2abs) and 860°R (477.5°K) while providing a mini-
mum film thickness (hmi n) of approximately 0.75 mil (0.01905 mm).
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5.6.1.3 Clearance Ratio Selection
The influence of clearance ratio upon pad-load capacity was inves-
tigated for the two selected bearing cavity pressures and journal/
lubricant temperature extremes. Figures 85 and 86 are plots of bearing
pad load capacity versus clearance ratio for various constant minimum
film thicknesses (hmin). Note that in each figure a given clearance
ratio is optimum for only one value of minimum film thickness. It is
desirable to choose a clearance ratio that is to the right of the peak
load curve. With such a choice for clearance ratio, slight decreases
in clearance, such as those due to centrifugal effects, will actually
increase the lubricant film thickness. Based on the results in Fig-
ures 85 and 86, a clearance ratio (C/R) of 0.002 has been selected.
5.6.1.4 Predicted Bearing Pad Performance
The predicted bearing pad self-acting performance for a clearance
ratio of 0.002 is shown in Figures 87 and 88. It should be noted that
the stability-limit curve superimposed on Figure 87 applies only to a
vertically oriented TAC rotor or a 0-g environment. The stability-
limit curve is derived from data obtained during testing conducted
under Contract NAS 3-7633 and reported in NASA CR-54939. Figure 89
from that study presents experimentally obtained operating conditions
at which the on-set of self-excited rotor whirl occurred. These con-
ditions are in dimensionless form (pad eccentricity ratio, c, versus
pad compressibility number, A) to enable the prediction of self-excited
whirl in three-pad gas bearings of similar geometry but with dimensions
different from those tested. The upper boundary curve was used to pre-
dict the journal bearing geometric preload for the BRU machine built
under Contract NAS 3-9427. Subsequent time transient orbital studies
of the BRU gas journal bearing system, performed by the Franklin Insti-
tute Research Laboratories under a subcontract to AiResearch, demon-
strated the validity of the empirical stability criteria. When applied
to the TAC bearing pad performance in Figure 87, the stability criteria
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imply that the bearing geometric preload must be such that the pivotal
film thickness should not exceed 0.0012 in. (0.03045 mm) at steady-
state self-acting conditions.
5.6.1.5 Gas Lubricated Journal Bearing Performance
Figures 90 and 91 show typical predicted journal bearing perform-
ance for a bearing cavity ambient pressure of 100 psia (689.5 kN/m 2 abs)
and an assumed lubricant temperature of 1260°R (696°K). The special
case of zero journal bearing load (vertical TAC operation on earth or
zero "g" operation) occurs at zero displacement between fixed pivots.
When the TAC units are in a horizontal position during terrestrial
operation, the load on each journal is essentially i00 ib (44.8 N).
The displacement between the fixed pivots will be 1.06 mil (0.0269 mm)
as shown on Figures 90 and 91.
Therefore the expected performance of each TAC journal bearing is
as follows:
Journal bearing load, Ib (N)
Minimum film thickness, mil (mm)
Bearing power loss, watts
Bearing stiffness, ib/in. (N/cm)
Vertical
or Zero "g"
Operation
Horizontal
Terrestrial
Operation
0 i00
(444.8)
0.87 0.556
(0.0221) (0.0141)
385 524
64,000 140,000
(112,081) (245,178)
5.6.1.6 Gas Lubricated Thrust Bearing
The thrust bearing selected for the gas lubricated TAC units is a
preloaded pair of identical stator plates of the Rayleigh step-sectored
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type. Figures 92 and 93 present the predicted steady-state performance
of the chosen 8.0 in. (20.32 cm) O.D. two-sided thrust bearing system
as a function of axial displacement of the thrust runner.
Anticipated thrust bearing performance for two orientations is
as follows:
Vertical
Terrestrial
Operation
Horizontal
or Zero "g"
Operation
Load, ib (N) 300 i00
(1334) (445)
Minimum bearing clearance, in. (mm)
Lubricant film stiffness,
ib/in. (N/cm)
Total power loss, watts
0.00092 0.00148
(0.0234) (0.0376)
450,000 195,000
(788,072) (341,498)
1930 1520
5.6.1.7 Combined Bearin_ System Losses
Comparison of the journal and thrust bearing losses at two orien-
tations indicate that vertical terrestrial operation will be the worst
case. Total combined gas bearing losses are 2.7 kw versus 2.568 kw
for the other orientation. These losses were used in the final defini-
tion of the TAC-A and -B machines.
Labyrinth seals are used to isolate the aerodynamic components
and the alternator rotor cavity from the bearing cavity. Leakage of
these seals for the TAC-A and -B configurations are summarized in
Tables 34 and 35. The alternator cavity is vented to the compressor
inlet to minimize the cavity pressure and thus windage loss without
external pumping. Additional discussion of alternator windage is
included in Section 5.7.
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5.6.2 Oil/Mist Lubrication with Rolling Element Bearings
5.6.2.1 Bearing Selection
A preliminary analysis of rolling element bearings was conducted
for an operating speed of 36,000 rpm and rotor masses up to 400 ibs
(181.4 kg). The long life requirement (5 years) necessitates a bearing
system that has two roller bearings to support radial loads and a ball
bearing to support the axial loads.
Figures 94 and 95 present the bearing life as a function of load
for a range of roller and ball bearings. A system that uses 30-mm bore
bearings (106-size roller bearings and a 206-size ball bearing) was
selected for the TAC application. The 30-mm bore size was judged the
minimum that could be utilized with the lubrication system discussed
in the next section. The B 1 design life (43,800 hours) can be obtained
with the roller bearings at radial loads less than 265 ib (1.18 kN).
The ball bearing B 1 fatigue-life that can be expected is approximately
26,000 hours with a thrust load of 65 to 75 ib (289 to 334 N) . This
is the lowest thrust load which should be imposed on the ball bearing
to ensure that no ball-skidding occurs. Aerodynamic thrust loads could
be balanced to provide the 65- to 75-ib (289 to 334 N) minimum load
while the unit is operating horizontally in a i- to 0-g field. For
operation in the vertical orientation in a l-g field, the rotor weight
(130 ib or 478 N) should oppose the aerodynamic thrust load to give a
net thrust of approximately 65 ib (289 N).
The bearing lives calculated in this analysis were based on
present-day bearing manufacturing technology. They do not reflect such
advanced techniques as Ausforming the rings, for which there is some
indication of potentially great life improvement, but which is not yet
a well-developed, reliable manufacturing technique. It is possible
that such techniques will be perfected within the next few years, and
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if so, it is conceivable that ball bearing fatigue-lives of 40,000 to
50,000 hours could be achieved in this application.
Details of the selected bearings are presented below:
Bore size, mm
Basic bearing size
Radial play, in (mm)
Contact angle, deg
Race curvature, percent of
ball dia.
Inner race
Outer race
Material
Material life factor
Number of elements
Element diameter, in. (mm)
Roller length, in. (mm)
Power loss, watts
Roller Bearin@ Ball Bearin_
30 30
106 7206
0.0005 (0.0127) --
-- 25
-- 53
-- 51.75
CEVM M-50 CEVM M-50
10.7 10.7
14 12
0.275 (6.98) i1/32 (8.725)
0.275 (6.98) --
225 350
5.6.2.2 Oil-Gas Lubrication System
Details of the mechanical arrangement of the compressor end and
turbine end bearing compartments are shown in Figures 96 and 97, res-
pectively. This lubrication system is an adapted TAC version of the
concept presented in NASA CR-1229 and United Aircraft Corporation
report PWA-3549.
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The concept includes under race pressurized oil cooling of the
bearings as well as oil-mist cooling and lubrication of the rolling
elements. Operation of the system is as follows: Gas-oil flow from
location 1 in Figure 96 is injected to location 2 through the concen-
tric tube. Most of the oil flows into the rotating pool where it is
subsequently pumped through the inner race of the ball and roller bea:
ings. The gas/oil mist turns the corner and flows between the rollin,
bearing elements, the pressure then increased across the vaned seal
slider. The gas/oil mist and liquid oil at location 4 is pumped via
external piping to location 5 on Figure 97. The flow is similarly
split at the turbine end compartment. Between locations 6 and 1 a he_
exchanger is used to remove the heat from the oil and gas mixture.
Pressures have been tentatively selected for several of the loca-
tions as shown below:
OIL/GAS LUBRICATION PRESSURES
Location Pressure
_sia kN/m 2 abs
2 122 842
5 122 842
7 121 835
8 135 931
9 180 966
i0 140 1241
Pressure rise across the two vaned seal sliders is approximately 8.4
psi (57.9 kN/m 2) each. This should be sufficient, in fact one of the
vaned sliders may be removed after the entire system is defined and th
pressure drop through each pipe and component determined. The oil
198
,op is used to regulate the oil capacity within the closed lubrication
;tem. This scoop is 0.75 in. (1.905 cm) in diameter and operates
_50 in. (1.27 mm) submerged in the rotating pool. Pressure at the
). of the oil scoop is approximately 18 psi (124 kN/m 2) over the gas
_ssure at location 2. Thus the accumulator pressure is set at 140
[a (1241 kN/m 2 abs). If the oil level drops (inside radius increases)
differential pressure between the gas and the accumulator pressure
ises more oil to be forced into the closed system. If the oil level
:reases the resulting pressure rise in the rotating pool forces oil
:o the accumulator.
A seal system in each bearing compartment consists of a buffered
)yrinth seal set followed by a face seal with a lift-off hydrodynamic
bearing surface built into the seal nose. This face seal is the
ne diameter and general configuration as the hydrodynamic seal built
c the NASA BRU-R under Contract NAS 3-9428. A summary of the geo-
Zry, leakage and power loss for these seals is included as Table 36.
_h the low frictional losses generated by the hydrodynamic seals,
drilled passages in the seal slider may not be required. However,
_se passages will facilitate atomization of the oil into the gas
team at locations 4 and 6 of Figures 96 and 97, respectively.
The flow rate through the rotating separator is set by the gas
_kage across the hydrodynamic seal. The separator condenses and
oarates the oil from this flow before discharging it to the absorber.
small heat exchanger outside the separator provides a heat sink to
fect the condensation. Based on the vapor pressure of Conaco DN-600
1 at 660°R (367°K) which is 0.000298 mm Hg, the oil-to-gas mass flow
rio discharged to location 7 is 0.543 x 10 -6. Based on the results
_wn in Table 36, a gas mass flow of 1.04 ib/hr (0.472 kg/hr) must
ss through the separator. The total oil discharged to the absorber
12.9 grams in 50,000 hours operation. The effectiveness of the
parator is a function of the residence time in the separator based
the gas velocity. The gas velocity and separator length as shown
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in Figure 96 results in a residence time 20 times that for the separator
design summarized in PWA-3549.
A labyrinth seal is shown between the separator inlet and dis-
charge. This seal has a very small pressure drop and a relatively
large clearance due primarily to dimensional stacking of the station-
ary and rotating parts. An alternative would be a viscoseal arrange-
ment between the separator and heat exchanger, which could operate
with a wider clearance without detrimental effects.
The absorber is used to purify the gas being returned to the
cycle from the buffered labyrinth seal system. The operating princi-
pal is to condense the oil vapor and other condensibles in the gas and
to subsequently absorb the oil and oil decomposition products. Glass
wool and polyurethane foam have been identified as excellent oil re-
moval materials. The removal of oil decomposition products is accom-
plished with molecular sieve materials in the form of pellets. The
absorber design shown in PWA-3549 should fulfill the requirements of
the TAC system since this design is based on 22.5 grams of oil for
10,000 hours versus the TAC requirement of 12.0 grams in 50,000 hours.
Since the bulk temperature of the lubricant is limited to 710°R (394°K),
no detectable decomposition is expected. Thus, the molecular sieve
requirements are not defined. Based on an abosrber efficiency of
99.78 percent, as defined in PWA-3549, the amount of oil discharged
into the main cycle is 0.0283 grams in 50,000 hours of operation.
The bearing and windage losses that are rejected to the oil for
the two-bearing compartments are shown below.
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HEAT LOSSESREJECTEDTO OIL
Ball bearing loss, w
Roller bearing loss, w
Hydrodynamic seal windage, w
Compartment heat gain, w
Total heat rejected, w
Compressor Turbine
End End
350
225 225
60 60
- 45O
1370
The required oil flow rate is 200 ib/hr (90.7 kg/hr) on the basis of
660°R (367°K) inlet temperature with a total temperature rise of 50°F
(27.8°C). Gas flow rate was determined by assuming 0.5 in. (1.27 cm)
I.D. tubing between the two compartments and a volumetric flow para-
meter [(QI + Qg)/A]2/gD equal to i000 for vertical annular flow where
Q1 = liquid volumetric flow rate, ft3/sec
Q9 = gas volumetric flow rate, ft3/sec
A = tube flow area, ft 2
D = tube inside diameter
Gas volumetric flow is 175.8 cu ft/hr (4.955 m3/hr); the mass flow rate
is 123 ib/hr (56.75 kg/hr) for the design conditions of 120 psia (827
kN/m 2 abs) loop pressure.
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The total parasite power charged to the bearing compartments is:
Ball bearing, w
Roller bearing, w
Hydrodynamic seal windage, w
Gas pumping, w
Oil pumping, w
Probe disc drag, w
Separator drag, w
POWER LOSS SUMMARY
Compressor Turbine
End End
350
225 225
60 60
179 179
279 279
ii
15
Total Parasite Losses, w
ii19 743
1862
Control of the lubrication system is quite simple for startup and
transient load (pressure) changes. The accumulator pressure is set at
1.17 times compressor inlet pressure (PI) . The buffer gas for the
labyrinth seals is at a pressure of 1.5 Pl" These reference pressures
are achieved by tapping the compressor scroll at the appropriate loca-
tions. Thus the percent of Pl should be maintained. At start initia-
tion the bearing compartment is effectively isolated from the main gas
loop by the buffered labyrinth seal system. At some low speed, for
example 10,000 rpm, the hydrodynamic seal will start to lift off and
the bearing compartment pressure will quickly reach Pl" The accumu-
lator pressure will cause oil to enter the system until the required
oil level is reached and the bearing cavity pressure increased to shut
off the oil flow. Since the lubrication system controls are referenced
to Pl the system should follow the main gas loop. An isolation check
203
valve will be required between the absorber and the main gas loop to
prevent reverse flow and adverse pressure gradients during startup.
Although not necessary for space operation, a shut off valve should be
included between the accumulator and location i0 of Figure 96. This
valve would be used to prevent flooding the bearing compartment if the
accumulator were higher than the bearing compartment. It could be
turned on at some predetermined speed such as 10,000 rpm, after the
hydrodynamic seal had lifted-off.
5.6.3 Oil Film Bearings
5.6.3.1 Journal Bearings
The journal bearing concept chosen for the 36,000 rpm oil lubri-
cated TAC units is of the three-segment pivoted-pad type. This bearing
is inherently stable. In addition the journal diameter and resultant
power losses will be minimized by using this bearing.
The predicted performance of a 1.0-in.-dia (2.54 cm) journal
bearing is shown in Figures 98 and 99. Vertical shaft or zero "g"
operation can be determined from this figure by selecting parameters
at zero displacement between fixed pivots. The rotating group mass of
TAC units E and F is approximately 130 ib (59 kg). Therefore, for
terrestrial horizontal operation each journal bearing would support
65 ib (289 N). Referring to Figures 98 and 99, the performance for
this condition is found by selecting parameters at 0.55 mil (0.014 mm)
displacement between pivots.
The predicted performance of a single oil film journal bearing as
related to its orientation is as follows:
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Journal bearing load, ib (N)
Minimum film thickness,
mil (roan)
Bearing power loss, w
Bearing stiffness,
ib/in. (N/cm)
Vertical or
Zero "g"
Operation
Horizontal
Terrestrial
Operation
0 65 (289)
0.72 (0.0183) 0.550 (0.014)
390 415
108,000 150,000
(189,137) (262,691)
5.6.3.2 Oil Thrust Bearing
The thrust bearing analyzed for TAC units E and F, consists of a
double-acting tapered land bearing. Performance of the 2.025-in.-dia
(5.15 cm) bearing is shown in Figures i00 and i01. From this data and
with an assumed total design thrust load of 200 ib (890 N)--rotor
weight plus axial thrust--the follow±ng information is noted:
Thrust bearing load, ib (N)
Minimum bearing clearance,
in. (mm)
Lubricant film stiffness,
Ib/in. (N/cm)
Total power loss, watts
Vertical
Terrestrial
Operation
200 (890)
0.00065
(0.0165)
550,000
(963,199)
1860
Horiz:,ntal
or Zero "g"
Operation
70 (312)
0.00105
(0.0179)
230,000
(402,792)
1450
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5.6.3.3 Combined Bearing Losses
Comparison of the journal and thrust bearing losses at two orient-
ations indicate that vertical terrestrial operation will be the worst
case. Total combined oil bearing losses are 2.64 kw versus 2.28 for
the other orientation. These losses were used in the final definition
of the TAC-E and -F configurations.
5.6.3.4 Bearing Compartment Losses
Since both bearing compartments are flooded with liquid oil, high
windage losses will result. These losses were estimated as follows:
Compressor end
Peripheral losses, w
Disc losses, w
Turbine end
Peripheral losses, w
Disc losses, w
Total windage losses, w
2487
941
1315
957
5700
Sealing of the flooded comoartment is accomplished with a spiral groove
lift-off seal that will establish a liquid vapor interface. Buffered
labyrinth seals on the turbine end and buffered hydrodynamic gas lift-
off seals on the compressor end complete the lubrication seal system.
Total power losses for these seals are:
Liquid/vapor seal, w
Hydrodynamic seals, w
Total seal losses, w
810
120
930
2 i0
_hus the total compartment losses for the two bearing compartments are
6.63 kw plus bearing losses of 2.64 kw. These losses were used in the
definition of the final TAC-E and -F configurations. Seal leakages
_ere estimated for the hydrodynamic seals as 0.0086 ib/sec (3.9 g/sec).
rhe labyrinth seals on the turbine end are the same as those summarized
in Table 36, Page 200, [leakage of 0.0356 ib/sec(16.159 g/sec)]. Thus
total leakage charged to the bearing compartments is 0.0442 ib/sec
(20.05 g/sec).
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5.7 Alternator Windage Loss Summary
5.7.1 Winda@e Loss Analysis
The rotor radial gap friction coefficient was calculated from th
following empirical expressions suggested by Wendt I'2.
0.25
0.46 g 1 +g
Cd - 0.5 400 > Re > i0
(Rep) P
( 1025[4 _ "0.073 _ 1 + _ > 104
Cd - Rep 0.3 Rep
Where
C d = friction coefficient
W
- P
_0U3RL
Re = peripheral Reynolds number - pUb
P
= radial gap
R = rotor radius
L = rotor length
D = gas density
= gas viscosity
U = rotor tip speed
W = peripheral windage loss
P
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The above equations allow a reasonably good correlation with
3
ooth cylinder friction data reported by Taylor . However, Westing-
use results (unpublished) suggest a multiplying factor of i.i to
count for the extra losses due to stator slots.
The rotor face (disc) loss of a homopolar inductor alternator can
estimated by applying the following equations as recommended by
4
hlichting for a disc confined in a housing:
2.67 < Re R < 1.64 x 105 )C M = (ReR) 0.5 (104
0.0727 5
CM - 0.2 (Re R) > 1.64 x i0 )
(Re R)
ere
C M = moment coefficient
= 4W R
pU3R 2
Re R = disc Reynolds number _ pUR
WR = disc loss per side
The friction coefficients defined above are plotted versus
lynolds number in Figure 102. In the absence of experimental data for
:ndell alternators, it was recommended that windage losses for the
_tor conical sections be estimated by first calculating a full disc
,ss and then scaling it by a geometric factor, (slant length/delta
dius}, to account for the additional surface area.
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Alternator windage losses were calculated according to the above
thod for the final selected alternators for the 24,000 and 36,000
n machines. These results are shown in Figure 103 as a function of
alternator cavity pressure. Due to anticipated alternator rotor
Dling problems, a limit of 9.6 kw was placed on the windage loss.
The 24,000 rpm systems could run the alternator cavity at any
_sonable cavity pressure without severe problems. Venting of the
ternator cavity to the compressor inlet (55 psia or 379 kN/m 2 abs)
selected to minimize the windage loss without additional complica-
9ns. Seals are required to limit the amount of cycle bleed leakage
_ough the alternator cavity.
For the 36,000 rpm systems, the 9.6 kw windage loss limit allows
naximum cavity pressure of approximately 77 psia (530 kN/m 2 abs).
is will require that the rotor cavity be sealed and pumped below the
npressor inlet pressure (120 psia or 827 kN/m 2 abs). Seals will be
_uired to limit the amount of gas that must be exhausted from the
=or cavity.
7.2 Isolation Seals
Either labyrinth or gas lift-off seals may be used to isolate the
:ernator cavity. Preliminary sizing indicated that a 3.5-in.-dia
89 cm) labyrinth seal would fulfill the isolation seal requirement.
_h tooth of the seal is at a slightly lower radius than the previous
)th, to reduce the pressure recovery. Figure 104 shows the results
the seal leakage analysis. The upstream pressures correspond to
compressor discharge pressure for each shaft speed at design (160
) output power.
The hydrodynamic gas lift-off consists of a standard face seal
:h a hydrodynamic bearing surface machined into a portion of the
215
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nose. At zero or low-shaft speeds, the nose is in contact with the
seal slider. As the shaft speed increases, the hydrodynamic bearing
surface forces the nose away from the slider to establish a finite
clearance between the slider and the nose. If the alternator rotor
cavity pressure is less than the bearing cavity pressure, a finite
gas flow across the seal will exist during normal operation.
Estimates of the seal leakage were made on the basis that iso-
thermal (rather than adiabatic) flow occurred across the seal. The
isothermal flow assumption is justified, since the heat-transfer
effectiveness of the seal is very high at small flow rates. The seal
leakage rate may be estimated from the laminar isothermal flow equa-
tion:
WS = 9B63 22_RTL (Pl 2 - P2 )
where
B = flow width
= clearance
= gas viscosity
P1 = inlet pressure
P2 = cavity pressure
R = gas constant
T = temperature
L = flow length
W S = static seal leakage
218
If the higher pressure exists at the inner radius, the dynamic leakage
will exceed the static leakage by virtue of the shaft rotation. The
appropriate correction factor can be estimated from the NASA Technical
Note, TND-5344:
_]_ 3 2 2
W s 5 R2 (_iT)
where
< : angular velocity
R 2 : seal radius
Two hydrodynamic seal configurations were required, depending
upon whether a radial or an axial compressor was utilized. If a radial
compressor is used the alternator cavity pressure is approximately 156
psia (1075 kN/m 2 abs) ; the axial compressor delivers a static pressure
at the last stage of approximately 220 psia (1517 kN 'm 2 abs) for the
36,000 rpm machines. The clearance was set at 0.00015 in. (0.00381 _m)
for the radial compressor seal. IIowever, the larger seal required with
the axial compressor dictated a larger clearance of 0.0002 in. (0.00508
ram). Presented below is a summary of the two configurations.
Outside diameter, in. (cm)
Inside diameter, in. (cm)
Axial clearance, in. (mm)
Upstream pressure, psia
(kN/m 2 abs)
Seal land width, in. (mm)
Windage loss for two seals, kw
219
Radial Axial
Comp Seal Comp Seal
3.7 (9.40)
3.1 (7.87)
0.00015
(0.00381)
156 (1075)
4.7 (11.93)
4.1 (10.41)
0.0002
(0.00508)
220 (1517)
0.I00 (2.54) 0.100 (2.54)
1.31 1.89
Figure 105 shows the estimated seal leakage for the two seals.
Comparison <)f these results with the labyrinth seal results indi-
cates a quantum change in the leakage rate at the same pressure and
size conditions for the labyrinth seal.
5.7.3 Alternator Cavity Pressure Reduction
The simplest method of maintaining a low alternator cavity pres-
sure entails the use of an ejector, operating from compressor bleed
and discharging t<) the compressor inlet. The available driving pres-
sure ratio (primary inlet to discharge) is approximately equal to the
cycle compressor pressure ratio under these conditions.
An ejector optimization study was conducted with the aid of an
AiResearch computer pr_Jgram to ascertain the flow geometry that yields
the best pumping characteristics. The computation method assumes
constant area mixing with static pressure equilibrium between the
primar-, and secondary jets at the mixing-tube entrance. The diffuser
inlet conditions are based on the subsonic solution of the nonfriction-
al mixing function, thereby allowing a n<_rm_l shock loss in the mixing
tube. An addition_l Fanno line solution f_)r w_ll-friction loss is
superimp<)sed, with friction factors as input.
Both single and two-stage ejectors wer<_ analyzed for this applica-
tion. The tw<_-sta<!e utilized less bleed fI,_w to pump the 36,000 r_)m
alternator cavity. Tho ejector perf()r.manco is shown in Figure 106.
5.7.4 TAC L_)ss Stmm_ary
The 24,000 rpm TAC machine alternate windage loss is 3.55 kw as
shown in Figure 103. Bearing losses and sea] leakages are summarized
in Tables 34 and 35.
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Table 37 summarizes the losses for the 36,000 rpm TAC
configurations. The alternator cavity pressure for the radial compres-
sor configurations was selected as the minimum pressure at which the
alternator could be maintained without excessive bleed flow required
by the ejector. The axial compressor configurations required a larger
bleed flow due to the larger hydrodynamic seal. The alternator cavity
pressure for these configurations was determined by the c<_mb:[ned alter-
nator rotor and isolation seal windage loss fixed at 9.6 kw. this
resulted in an allowable alternator windage loss of 7.71 kw or a cavity
pressure of 56 psia (386 kN/m 2 abs) as shown in Figure ]03.
The turbine backface seal for the radial compressor configurations
has a pressure drop of 6 psi (156 versus 150 psia) across the 3.5 in.
dia seal. The axial machines impose a pressure of 220 psia on one side
of the turbine backface seal with a downstream pressure of 150 psia.
This results in a much larger leakage flow for the turbine backface
seal of the axial configuration.
References for Section 5.7
1. Wendt, F., "Ingenieus-Archiv," Vol. 4, 1933, p. 577.
2. Donnelly, R. J. and N. J. Simon, "An Empirical Torque Relation
for Supercritical Flow Between Rotating Cylinders," Journal of
Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 7, 1959, p. 401.
3. Taylor, G. I., "Friction Between Rotating Cylinders," Proceedings
of the Royal Society of London, Series A, Vol. 157, 1936, pp. 546
to 578.
4. Schlichting, M., "Boundary Layer Theory," McGraw-Hill, New York,
1960.
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6. P]b_.SL" ii[ C()HPONENT SUHHARY
6.1 Compressor b_sign
Table 38 compares the Phase I and Phase III compressor design
point. Changes in the corrected speed and mass flow made it necoss _r'.
to re-evaluate the governing design parameters such as blade exit
angle, number of impeller blades, relative velocity ratio, inlet "!ac)
number, vaned and vaneless diffuser losses, etc., to establish
optimized comnressor design.
TABLE 38
COMPRESSOR DESIGN COMPARISON
Shaft speed, rpm
Mass flow, lb/sec (kg/sec)
Pressure ratio
Inlet pressure, psia (kN/m 2 abs)
Inlet temperature, OR (OK)
Corrected speed, rpm
Corrected flow, lb/sec (kg/sec)
Phase I Phase Ill
24,000 24,000
10.13 (4.60) 13.73 (6.23)
1.9 1.9
55 (379) 70 (483)
700 (389) 580 (322)
20,659 22,696
3.144 (1.427) 3.0481 (1. 3_
6.1.1 Preliminary Design Optimization
The optimization procedure for the Phase IIl compressor was the
same as described in Section 5.2.1. The relative velocity ratio and
number of blades were selected as 0.58 and 13 respectively.
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The hub inlet radius was kept at 2 inches. Losses were calcu-
lated using the same method as in Phase I, except for the blade exit
mixing loss calculation, which was improved slightly. The overall
estimated total to total compressor efficiency, including scroll, is
0.865, compared to 0.87 in the Phase I design. Figure 107 shows how
efficiency levels up to the inlet of the vaned diffuser vary with
blade exit angle for different vaned diffuser inlet Mach number.
The peak occurs at a blade exit angle of 30 degrees for vaned dif-
fuser inlet Mach number from 0.3 to 0.5, agreeing with results from
the Phase I study.
A low system gas flow velocity is required to maintain the heat
exchanger pressure losses at acceptable levels. This requirement
dictates a low exit velocity from the diffuser. Figure 108 shows the
variation in overall total-to-total efficiency as a function of the
impeller exit angle and vaned diffuser inlet Mach number with the
diffuser exit Mach number fixed at 0.12. The vaned diffuser to rotor
exit radius ratio is also shown for a 30 degree blade exit angle. A
vaned diffuser inlet Mach number of 0.4 was selected as a good com-
promise between efficiency and vaneless diffuser radius ratio. (See
Section 5.2.1 for addition discussions.)
Table 39 presents a summary of the Phase III compressor design.
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TABLE 3 9
PHASE III COMPRESSOR DESIGN
Speed, rpm
Inlet total press, psia (kN/m 2 abs)
Inlet total temperature, °R (°K)
Pressure ratio
Tlow, ib/sec (kg/sec)
3pecific speed,
_umber blades
_T/T overall
_I overall
N/Qin"
3/4 3/4
g Had
Exit total temperature, °R (°K)
Impeller tip dia, in. (cm)
Janed diffuser inlet dia, in. (cm)
]aned diffuser exit dia, in. (cm)
{umber of diffuser vanes
Impeller tip speed, ft/sec (m/sec)
Impeller exit blade height, in. (cm)
Impeller exit blade angle, deg
Inducer tip dia, in. (cm)
inducer hub dia, in. (cm)
_xial clearance, in. (cm)
{ey No., DUtipDtip
24,000
70.0 (483)
580 (322)
1.9
13.73 (6.23)
0.1129
13
0.3384
0.865
776.2 (431)
8.718 (22.14)
11.873 (30.16)
18.275 (46.42)
20
913.1 (231.9)
0.582 (1.478)
30.0
4.982 (12.65)
2.O00 (5.O2)
0.010 (0.O25)
6
15.686 x i0
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6.2 Turbine Phase III Design Point
Table 40 compares the Phase I and Phase III turbine design point
Since the corrected speed and flow changed the preliminary design
was repeated. Overall estimated total-to-total efficiency, including
diffuser losses is 0.918 for the new turbine design.
TABLE 40
TURBINE DESIGN COMPARISON
Shaft speed, rpm
Mass flow, Ib/sec (kg/sec)
Pressure ratio
Inlet pressure, psia (kN/m 2 abs)
Inlet temperature, °R (°K)
Corrected speed, rpm
Corrected flow, ib/sec (kg/sec)
Phase I
24,000
9.93 (2.19
1.786
101.4 (701
2060 (1144
12,043
2.869 (0.633)
Phase llI
24,000
13.52" (3.005
1.824
130.0 (898)
1610 (894)
13,622
2.693 (0.593)
*Turbine mass flow rate is based on 1.5 percent compressor
bleed flow.
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6.2.1 Preliminary Design Optimization
An initial velocity diagram was established for an assumed loss
distribution in the blade rows by satisfying continuity and work
requirements. When the velocity distribution was calculated from the
optimized geometry loss assumptions were checked from the boundary
layer calculations. It must be noted that these calculated losses
did not include secondary flow losses or losses from the disturbance
of the tip shroud vortex on the bulk of the fluid. Additional losses
must be assumed, based on experimental data.
The turbine rotor exit Mach number of 0.18 was set with the
recuired diffuser exit Mach number of 0.1 and an assumed diffuser
recovery of 50 percent, based on a limited diffuser length with
an area ratio of 1.782. A selection of the optimized jet/speed ratio,
based on total to rotor exit static pressure ratio, defined the tip
speed. The turbine work requirement further defined the moment of
angular momentum at the rotor inlet for a zero exit swirl design. A
20 bladed rotor design with a slip factor of 0.885 was selected for
minimum rotor inlet loss. The exducer hub radius was maintained the
same as the Phase I design and a 74 degree nozzle angle was used to
define the meridional shape of the rotor. The reaction ratio from
inlet to the exducer mean radius of this rotor was calculated as
2.155, which is comparable with other designed high performance
turbines.
Satisfactory blade loadings were achieved after several itera-
tions. During this analysis, the blading was assumed to be radial
elements with a blade thickness distribution similar to a centrifugal
compressor due to the low temperature and low tip speed of this tur-
bine. The blade loading was further checked with a modified NASA
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computer program TANDEMwhich analyzes blade rows with tandem arrange-
ments. From this program, effects of leading edge incidence, number
of full blade and/or spitter, as well as the location of sDitter
vanes, on blade loading could be analyzed. Results were compared with
the previously calculated blade loading; they showed about the same
rate of reaction and loading distribution, except in the wake of the
splitters. The NASAbased program showed continuous loading while the
previous method results indicated sudden increase in loading where the
splitters ended.
6.2.2 Turbine Design Results
As a result of the preliminary optimization, the turbine design
parameters summarized in Table 41 are recommended for the TAC Phase II
application. More detailed analysis will be necessary to consider
reducing blade numbers. It is possible that the surface friction
loss thereby reduced will be greater than the additional losses
associated with higher blade loading.
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TABLE 41
PHASE III TURBINE DESIGN
Shaft speed, rpm
Inlet temperature, °R (°K)
Overall pressure ratio
Corrected flow, ib/sec (kg/sec)
Tip speed, ft/sec (m/sec)
Inducer tip radius, in. (cm)
Exducer tip radius, in. (cm)
Exducer hub radius, in. (cm)
Inducer blade width, in. (cm)
Wheel axial length, in. (cm)
Exit swirl angle, deg
Nozzle angle, deg
Diffuser pressure recovery factor
Exducer exit Mach number
Number of blades/splitters
Velocity factor
Overall efficiency
24,000
1610 (894)
1.824
2.693 (1.220)
1051 (267)
5.018 (12.75)
3.511 (8.91)
1.387 (3.52)
0.898 (2.28)
3.04 (7.72)
0
74
0.50
0.180
20/10
1.0
0.918
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6.3 Phase III Alternator Study
6.3.1 Alternator Requirements
Specified electrical and mechanical specification requirements
for the alternator are listed below:
(a) The alternator shall have a maximum continuous rating
of 160 kw with a 3-phase output at a 0.75 lagging load
e
power factor and an overload rating of 320 kva at 0.9
lagging load power factor for 5 seconds after temperature
equilibrium has been reached. Rated voltage shall be
240 volts L-N, 3 phase, wye connected initially; however,
the stator winding design shall permit reconnecting the
above coils to produce 480 volts L-N. In addition, the
feasibility of bonding a high magnetic permeability pole
face material to the rotor (in order to reduce pole face
losses) shall be investigated. If the above is deemed
feasible, a stator shall be designed which then permits
120, 240, or 480 volts L-N windings.
(b) The alternator shall be capable of operating at 120 percent
of design speed without a catastrophic failure under all
loads up to and including rated TAC load conditions (160 kWe,
0.75 lagging power factor) for a limited time.
(c) The design life criteria for the alternator shall be 5 years
operating time under the specified conditions for the TAC
assembly.
(d) For systems radiator size and weight Considerations, it is
desired to operate the alternator stator at elevated tem-
peratures. The alternator shall utilize high-temperature
magnetic, electrical and insulation materials which include
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(e)
(f)
stainless steel or Inconel-clad silver for the conductors,
Anadur "S" for the insulation between conductors, and hiqh-
purity ceramic, 99.5 percent alumina, for the slot insula-
tors. A maximum of 300°F (167°K) temperature increase shall
be permitted between the coolant supply temperature and the
alternator hot spots at the 160 kw e power level.
The alternator stator winding shall permit the direct sub-
stitution of organic insulated windings at some future date
with a reduced coolant supply temperature of 107°F (315°K) .
The alternator shall be designed to the maximum extent pos-
sible so as to reduce to a minimum windage losses. A
windage loss less than 6 percent of the rated output for a
full-load pressurized rotor cavity shall be considered a
design goal. Windage losses will be determined with Helium-
Xenon mixture in the rotor cavity at a pressure of 70 and
86 psia (483 and 593 kN/m 2 abs) for 466°F (514°K) coolant.
The alternator shall be in accordance with MIL-G-6099A (ASC)
in accordance with the latest revision in effect for the
followinq:
I. Short-Circuit Capacity. Paragraph 4.5.12 for a minimum
time of 5 seconds for each occurrence.
• Phase Balance• Paragraphs 4.5.10, 4.5.10.1 and 4.5.10.2
except that paragraph 4.5.10.1 is amended to read "...the
individual phase voltages shall not deviate from the
average by more than 3.25, 4.5, and 9 percent, respec-
tively."
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(g)
(h)
(i)
. Waveform. Paragraph 4.5.16" - In addition the total
rms harmonic content of the line-to-neutral voltage
wave, when the alternator is operating into a purely
resistive load, shall be less than 5 percent from i0 to
i00 percent maximum design load of 160 kw
e"
. Output Voltage Modulation.* Paragraph 4.5.13, except
that modulation shall not exceed 0.5 percent.
Shock, Vibration, and Acceleration - The alternator shall be
in accordance with the environmental specifications NASA
Nos. P2241-i and P2241-2 except paragraph 2.3.3.1 of Speci-
fication P2241-i shall be replaced with paragraph 3.5.1.4
from environmental Specification No. 417-2, Revision C, dated
June i, 1969. Assumed acceleration is 1.5 g's in both direc-
tions along mutually perpendicular axes.
Radiation Environment - The design radiation environment
7 13
shall be i0 rads, i0 nvt fast neutrons per square centi-
meter (>i Mev) unless otherwise specified.
Position Sensitivity - The alternator shall be designed to
operate in any position in both zero "G" and one "G" environ-
ments.
(j) Voltage-Regulator-Exciter and Speed Control - While the VRE,
speed control, and power conditioning equipment were not a
part of the study, their effects on the alternator shall
be considered in the design study. The speed control of
transient load changes shall be of the phase-controlled
parasitic load type. Frequency regulation shall be assumed
*This shall be a design goal without analytical verification.
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to be within ±i percent of design frequency for a change in
external load of from 10 percent to full design output power.
Some form of system gas pressure modulation is contemplated
for long term or scheduled control of power level.
Preliminary design and performance parameters for a 400 Hz, 2-pole
240 volt L-N Lundell alternator with high temperature insulation were
established to determine the design feasibility specifically with
regard to the following:
a. Weight and efficiency at design power output.
b. Magnetic and mass unbalanced forces on the rotor.
c. Rotor stresses at 24,000 rDm and 20 percent overspeed.
d . Temperature distribution for coolant temperatures of
325°F (436°K) and 466°F (514°K) with argon in the qao
except that windage losses for the HeXe mixture shall be
used to determine the temperature distribution.
e . Voltage limitations due to corona as a function of pressure
of a helium gas.
6.3.2 Electrical Design
6.3.2.1 Confi@uration Design Selection and Features
During the Phase I studies, a preliminary 2-pole, 400 Hz Lundell
alternator design was derived. This design had 48 stator slots, 8
series turns per phase, an 8 in. (20.4 cm) diameter rotor and used
Hiperco 27 for the rotor magnetic material.
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SAE 4340 alloy was selected for the rotor magnetic material for
the Phase III, 2-pole, 400 Hz alternator design and a design analysis
using the Phase I selected parameters (48 slots) was performed with
the SAE 4340 magnetic alloy in the rotor. This design required a rotor
diameter of 8.4 inches (21.4 cm) and had pole face losses which were
approximately 3.4 times as large as the previous design. The higher
pole face losses were caused by the lower permeability of the SAE 4340
as compared to Hiperco 27. A radial gap study was performed to evaluate
the effect, on alternator weight and efficiency, of increasing the
radial gap to reduce pole face losses. Results of this study are sho%,n
in Figure 109. Radial gaps in the range of 0.i00 to 0.120 in. (0.254 to
0.305 cm) provide optimum results regarding alternator weight and
efficiency. Pole face losses decrease and stationary field coil los-
ses increase with increasing radial gap. Increasing the radial gap
transfers some of the rotor surface losses to the stator field which
normally is desirable from heat transfer considerations. A radial qan
of 0.120 inches (0.305 cm) was selected; however, this can be reduced
to as low as 0.i00 inches (0.254 cm) if this later seems desirable.
Preliminary indications were that the 8.4 in. (21.3 cm) diameter
rotor was too large. The stator slots were increased to 60, thereby
increasing the number of stator turns per phase from 8 to i0 for the
240 volt L-N case. This configuration resulted in a rotor diameter
of 8.0 in. (20.4 cm), and reduced the total pole face loss. This is
because the greater number of slots decreased the tooth ripple (or
no-load) component of pole face loss (which was predominant for the
48 slot design). The load harmonic component of pole face loss became
predominant for the 60-slot design, and a further increase in the num-
ber of stator slots (and turns) would further increase this loss com-
ponent.
It is most probable that a higher number of stator turns and slots
can be tolerated from a pole face loss standpoint if a further reduc-
tion in rotor diameter is deemed necessary. However, the 60 slot
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configuration was selected because of considerations regarding the gas
recirculation scheme utilized for cooling. The pressure for gas cir-
culation is created in the tapered cone section of the rotor. Pre-
liminary indications were that the larger radius and height of the con_
section provided by the 8 in. (20.4 cm) rotor diameter design would be
desirable to provide satisfactory pumping head for forced convection
cooling, and that rotor stress levels were satisfactory. Later thermal
analysis indicated it ensured a conservative design; further optimiza-
tion may show that a smaller rotor diameter would still produce ade-
quate forced convection cooling for a 2-pole machine.
The 60 slot alternator configuration was designed for 240 volts
L-N; however, the alternator windings can be reconnected to produce
480 volts L-N. This is accomplished by connecting the two parallel
circuits in series. Because the stator is wound for the minimum of
two conductors per slot and the maximum number of parallel circuits
is two, the 60 slot stator cannot be reconnected or rewound to produce
120 volts L-N. In order to provide a stator that can be reconnected
and/or rewound to provide 120, 240, or 480 volts L-N, a 30 slot stator
design was made. For the 120 volt configuration, the 30 slot stator
is wound with two conductors per slot and two paralleled paths. The
two paralleled paths are reconnected in series to provide 240 volts
L-N. To obtain 480 volts L-N, the stator must be rewound with four
conductors per slot. As a consequence of reducing the stator slots fr_
60 to 30, the rotor pole face losses increased by a factor of approxi-
mately 5.5. This is caused by the larger slot pitch and slot opening
of the 30 slot design which increases the amplitude of the rotor surfa,
flux pulsations. The high pole face losses of this configuration can
be reduced to approximately one-fourth by bonding a high magnetic
permeability pole face material such as SAE i010 to the rotor.
Because some question existed (see Section 6.3.4) regarding the
feasibility of pole face bonding and because the higher voltage levels
are preferred, the 60 slot design was selected for all performance
calculations. The 60 slot alternator configuration and the slot
240
configuration for the various slot designs are shown in Figure ii0.
There are some small dimensional differences between the 30 slot
alternator design and 60 slot alternator design shown; however, the
configuration in Figure ii0 is representative of both for all practical
purposes. A summary of design details for the different slot designs
is given in Table 42.
The two pole Lundell rotor consists of two magnetic pole sections
cantilevered from flux collector rings located at each end of the
rotor. The space between the magnetic pole sections is filled
with non-magnetic Inconel 718. This material is bonded to the mag-
netic pole sections to provide a homogeneous structure to reduce rotor
stress and provide a smooth rotor surface to minimize windage losses.
The flux from a given rotor pole face passes radially through the
adjacent radial gap into the stator teeth and then passes circumferen-
tially through the depth behind the slot to and through the teeth and
radial gap adjacent to the other pole. After entering the pole, the
flux passes axially through the pole body to the flux collector ring.
The flux then passes through the auxiliary radial gap, into the stator
frame where it returns axially to the other end of the alternator and
to the pole of origin through the other auxiliary gap.
The stationary field coils are located above the end extensions
of the ac winding. As shown in Figure ii0, there is an excess of space
available for the field coils; as a result, the size of the field coil
can be increased to reduce the field coil losses and amperes required
from the voltage regulator-exciter.
Because the end extensions are long and the depth of the magnetic
section behind the slots is large for 2-pole machines, the 2-pole con-
figuration does not lend itself to efficient cooling by conduction of
losses to the stator O.D. Because of this, forced convection cooling
was adopted to cool the end extensions. The stator stack was divided
into two sections to allow room for a 0.5 in. (1.27 cm) passageway for
241
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TABLE42
TACPHASEIII ALTERNATORDESIGNSUMMARY
Number of slots
Design voltage
Beconnectable voltage
Rewlnd voltage
Coolant Temperature: "F ('K)
Dimensions: in.
Rotor O.D.
Rotor length
Stack length (overall)
Stack O.D.
Overall O.D.
Overall length
Electromagnetic we_ghtm:
Armature
F_eld
Frame
Stacks
R_t_r
Total
ibm (kg)
Materlals:
AC conductors
F1c!d c_nductors
60
240/416
480/832
466 (514) and 325 (436)
8.0 (20.4)
13,04 (33.2)
4.22 (10.7)
16.21 (41.2}
18.5 (47.0)
13.9 (]5.0)
26.9 (12.2)
43.3 (19.6)
211.7 (95.9)
135.5 (61.5)
153.1 (69.5)
321 sat clad silver
Cube copper alloy
Copper
Copper
6O
240/416
480/832
107 (3151
8.0 120.4]
13.04 (33.24)
4.22 {i0.7]
16.21 [41.2)
18.5 {47,0]
13.9 (35.01
26.9 (12.2}
43.3 (19.6)
211.7 (95.9)
135.5 (61.5)
153.I (69.5)
30
480/832
240/416
120/208
466 (514)
8.0 (20.4)
12.32 (32.6)
3.5 I 8.9)
18.51 {42.0)
26_2 (11.9)
44.4 (20.1)
204.3 (92.8]
136.3 (61.91
145.0 (65.7)
_ r/rr?r[
321 s_[ clad silver
Cube copper alloy
Armature lam_natlons
Mtor magnetic
Rotor nonmagnetic
l;_sulation
AC wlndxn_j
Slot llner
Slot separator
Field wlndlng
W_nd_ng details:
X umber of s|_ts
C:,nduct_>rs per slot
Ser:es _,_rns per phase
l'_rallel paths
F_r_llel strands
I'_se hells
[itch
0.004 In. (0.102 rm_) thick
Hiperco 27
Hiperco 27 forgings
SAE 4340 @ RC 33
Inconel 718 @ RC 38
Anadur
Alumlna
Synthetic mica
Synthetic mica
60
2
I0
2
4
60*
2/3
0.004 in. {0.102 ram] thlck
Hiperco 27
Hiperco 27 forginq$
SAE 4340 @ 80 33
Inconel 7[8 @ Rc 38
Polylmide, Doryl varnlsh
Polyimide
Polyimide - glass
Polyimide
6O
2
10
2
4
60"
2/3
0.004 in. (0.102 m_ thlck
H1perco 27
H_perco 27 forg_ngs
SAE 434O _ _c 33
Incone! 718 @ Bc )8
Anadur
Alumina
Synthetic m_ca
Synthetic mica
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0
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radial gas flow. A detailed description of the forced convection
cooling scheme is presented in Section 6.3.3.1.
The configurations of the alternator slots are designed so that
the alternators can be rewound using an inorganic insulation system for
the 107°F (315°K) coolant temperature condition. Two different sizes
of quadruple layer polyimide insulated rectangular wire are used to
obtain a proper fit in the slot. The slot liners are composed of a
double layer, polyimide film insulation. The slot liners are overlappec
between phases to provide added high voltage protection as shown by
the slot detail in Figure ii0. Organic insulations degrade with time
and temperature; therefore, if long life is desired, the operating
temperature of the insulation must be limited to achieve the desired
life. Available data for a selected polyimide insulation system
indicates that the winding temperatures must be less than 417°F (487°K)
to achieve 5 years thermal life. Average winding temperatures using a
coolant temperature of 107°F (315°K) are well below this limit, as
indicated in Section 6.3.3.4. A summary of the design for the low
temperature inorganic insulated 60 slot TAC alternator is given in
Table 42.
6.3.2.2 Performance Summaries
Alternator electrical performance was determined for loads cor-
responding to 1/4, 1/2, 1 and 1-1/2 times rated power output at load
power factors of 0.75 lagging and 1.0 respectively. Breakdowns of
losses, current densities, flux densities, efficiencies, and field
ampere turns are given in Tables 43 through 46 for coolant tempera-
tures of 325°F (436°K) and 107°F (315°K) and for rotor cavity pres-
sures of 70 psia (483 kN/m 2 abs) and 86 psia (593 kN/m 2 abs) respec-
tively. To show potential part-load efficiency improvements the stack
length was arbitrarily increased 1.0 in. (2.54 cm) with the results as
shown in Table 43.
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Load and no-load saturation curves are given in Figures iii and
12 for the high temperature and low temperature alternators, respec-
;ively. Calculations performed for the overload conditions of 320 kva
_t 0.9 P.F. lagging indicate a winding temperature rise of 376°F (290°K)
.n five seconds assuming the highest coolant temperature of 466°F
[514°K). The calculation assumes all of the heat is stored in the ac
_inding during the 5 second time period and is somewhat pessimistic.
?he average winding temperature at the end of 5 seconds would be about
)44°F (779°K). This temperature is well below the melting point of
_ilver, 1761°F (1234°K) and within the temperature limits of the
_elected inorganic insulation.
_.3.2.3 Miscellaneous Electrical Design Considerations
The ac winding of the alternator is surrounded with a helium-
xenon gas mixture. The gas pressure is assumed to vary as a linear
function of load ranging from 1/4 load to 1-1/2 times rated load. It
is known from Paschen's characteristic curves for gases that the in-
ception of corona is a function of voltage, gas pressure, and elec-
trode spacing. The voltage gradient through the gas is dependert upon
the dielectric constant and thickness of the insulation materials
between the electrodes. Because the gas pressure in the stator cavity
of the alternator is variable, calculations were made to determine the
minimum allowable pressure to prevent ionization (corona) of the gas
for the three specified alternator voltages. Results of these cal-
culations are presented in Table 47.
The first three lines in the table present results for the in-
organic, high temperature insulation system. In order to portray the
effects of increasing the insulation thickness on minimum allowable
pressure, calculations were repeated for the case of phase-to-phase
voltage in the slot assuming that all insulation thickness are doubled.
The results indicated in Table 47 show that the minimum pressure is
reduced to approximately one half of the previous quantities.
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TABLE 47
MINIMUMALLOWABLEPRESSURES
BASEDON CORONACONSIDERATIONS
Minimum Allowable Pressure
to Prevent Ionization of Gas,
Psia (kN/m2)
Alternator
Voltage(No Transients)
120/208
240/416
Insulation
Inorganic
Inorganic
480/832 Inorganic
120/208
240/416
4801832
Organic, no varnish
Organic, no varnish
Organic, no varnish
Phase to Phase
in Slot
No Limit
14 *6
(97) (41)
53 *26
(370) ('180)
No Limit
15
(100)
56
(390)
Phase to Stack
in Slot
No Limit
8
(5.5)
49
(340)
No Limit
No Limit
41
(280)
*For double insulation thicknesses
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Calculations were repeated for the organic, low temperature
insulation system assuming that the winding is not impregnated with
a varnish. The minimum allowable pressures calculated for this case
are approximately the same as for the inorganic insulation system.
This is surprising in view of the lower dielectric constant of the
organic insulation; however, the insulation thicknesses selected were
less than for the inorganic insulation system. This was done primarily
because of higher available dielectric strength and poorer heat trans-
fer properties. Increasing the thickness of the insulation would
result in lower minimum allowable pressures as indicated previously
for the inorganic insulation system.
The fact that no varnish impregnation was assumed in the organic
insulation system calculations is significant. If it is assumed
that the winding is completely impregnated with a compatible varnish,
then the minimum pressure for corona inception cannot be accurately
calculated. Theoretically, a varnished winding is solid and does not
contain any gas filled spaces. In reality, however, small bubbles or
cavities do occur. The type of gas and the pressure in these cavities
cannot be accurately predicted. In general, the use of a varnish im-
pregnation will significantly increase the corona resistance of the
winding. The mechanism of failure would be caused by the presence of
corona pulses occurring in the entrained cavities in the solidified
insulation. The electrons and ions in the gas bombard the insulation
on each pulse and erode away the insulation. Harmful chemical reac-
tions can occur. In general, for insulating materials, the time-to-
failure at any applied voltage is a measure of corona resistance.
Inorganic insualtions are much better in this respect than organic
insulations. An inorganic insulating material such as alumina may
induce corona in a gas at a lower voltage than for an organic material
such as polyimide, but it is better able to withstand the effects of
the corona pulses. Long life can be achieved for organic insulations
by operating the insulation at reduced voltage stress levels.
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The unbalance in the three-phase voltage of the alternator when
operating with a single-phase current load equal to 2/3 of the rated
current was determined for the alternator designs presented in Phase I
and Phase III. The method of calculating one of the reactance values
that indirectly effects voltage unbalance was changed during the Phase
I to Phase III interim. The quadrature-axis sub-transient reactance
(X"q) which is used in determining the negative sequence reactance
(X 2) was previously determined by neglecting the quadrature axis
damping provided by eddy currents flowing in the solid rotor surface.
The procedure now used for calculating X"q is based on a modification
of procedures which accounts for sub-transient damping effects. A
check on the new calculation procedure was made by comparing calculated
results and test results for the 1200 Hz alternator of the Brayton
Rotating Unit (BRU) .i The value of voltage unbalance obtained by test
is 5.2 percent for a 2/3 rated current, single phase, unity power
factor load. The calculated value is 5.85 percent. It was previously
calculated to be 11.8 percent using the initial methods of Phase I.
6.3.3 Thermal Analysis
6.3.3.1 Method of Coolin_
Direct conduction of the internal losses to heat sinks on the
magnetic frame was not considered for the two-pole alternator since
previous studies of the six-pole alternator, which offered more
favorable conditions for direct conduction, revealed this mode of
cooling was not adequate. A portion of the losses generated within
the pole faces, conductors and gas must be transported by forced con-
vection.
Forced convection within the alternator is obtained by recircu-
lating the cavity gas through the conical gap around the rotor whereby
the rotor produces a pumping action on the gas. The gas then passes
through the main gap between the stator and rotor. A split stack
iFinal Report, 1200 Hz Brayton Electrical Research Components. NASA CR-
72564, 1968.
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provides a radial passage from the main gap to a heat-exchanger which
is located between the stack and the magnetic frame. The heat exchanger
also serves as a nonmagnetic separator between the back-iron and the
frame. After the gas passes through the heat-exchanger, it flows
around the field coil and through the end extensions of the windings.
Special baffles are used around the conical sections of the rotor.
These baffles are designed to (i) cause the gas to enter the conical
gap near the end of the auxiliary radial gap, (2) cause the gas to flow
into the main gap with minimum leakage at the ends of the stacks, and
(3) cause some of the gas to flow through the ends of the windings.
6.3.3.2 Gas Flow Rate
Pumping of the gas is produced by the action of the conical
surfaces upon the gas within the gap. The head developed by this
action was estimated from:
2 _ R 2)/2g
_P = p (K_)2 (R ° i
where
_P = pressure head
p = gas density
= rotor speed, 800 _ radian/sec
R o = rotor radius (main gap) = 4.0 in. (10.16 cm)
R i = rotor radius (auxiliary gap) = 3.25 in. (8.255 cm)
K = 0.5
g = 386.4 ib m in. lbf -I sec -2
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where
The pressure drop within the gas flow circuit was estimated from:
_P = 0/2g VH2 (_-- + _ Cch) + VR 2 _ CdR
V H
V R
Cdh
CdR
fl/D
= velocity of gas in the heat-exchanger
= velocity of gas in baffles and gap around the rotor
= loss coefficients for heat-exchanger (entrance, exit,
turning, etc.)
= loss coefficient for baffles and gaps
= friction factor for heat exchanger
2 2
VH/VR_ = constant = 3 in. /2.75 in. = 1.091
With an allowance of one dynamic head loss for each entrance, turn
and exit plus an adequate allowance for the friction factor, the pres-
sure drop for the flow circuit is:
AP = 1/2 _ VH 2 (9.34)
and equating the pump head to the pressure drop gives:
V H _ 80 ft/sec (24.4 m/sec)
V R _ 73.2 ft/sec (22.3 m/sec)
The volumetric flow rate through the circuit was considered con-
stant since Reynolds number effects upon the friction and other loss
coefficients was neglected.
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The flow rate based upon a velocity of 80 ft/sec (24.4 m/sec) in
the heat-exchanger is given in Figure 113 as a function of pressure and
the average temperature of the gas. These flow rates were used for the
heat transport calculations.
The surface area on the gas side of the heat-exchanger is 7.51 ft
(0.697 m 2, both sides of the split stack). Each side consists of 275
parallel passages 4.38 in. (ii.i cm) long with a flow area per passage
of 0.01 in. 2 (0.2 by 0.05 in.; 0.508 by 0.127 cm and 0.0645 cm2).
6.3.3.3 Windage Losses
Windage losses were calculated for HeXe gas since this gas produces
a lower Reynolds number (higher drag coefficient) than argon gas at the
same conditions. Windage losses as a function of gas gemperature are
given in Figures 114 and 115. Drag coefficients from NASA TMX-528512
were used. A comparison of the windage loss in the main gap obtained
by the method used for the Phase I study and by the recent data
reported in TMX-52851 showed that the new data gives approximately
30 percent higher loss. Therefore, the new data was used for the cool-
ing studies.
6.3.3.4 Thermal Maps
Computer programs were utilized to perform all analyses excepting
the temperature rise of the liquid coolant and the maximum and minimum
temperature of the gas. A 30°F (17°K) temperature rise of the liquid
coolant was used for all calculations. The mean temperature difference
between the gas and liquid in the heat-exchanger and the temperature
rise of the gas were obtained by iterative calculations. The gas tem-
perature rise of the gas were obtained by iterative calculations. The
gas temperatures were treated as boundary temperatures which were im-
proved after each iteration until the temperature rise of the gas
2Gorland, S.; Kempke, E.; and Lumannick, S.: Experimental Windage
Losses for Close Clearance Rotating Cylinders in the Turbulent Flow
Regime. NASA TMX-52851.
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rrelated with the heat flow into the gas at each point along the flow
th. The analysis did not include the alternator field coils since
eir thermal state is relatively independent of other alternator
mperatures. The field coils can be cooled by coolant coils which
e an intimate part of the field coil package. The field coils do
_t represent difficult cooling problems as indicated in the Phase I
_udies where a more compact field coil design was analyzed.
Thermal maps are presented in Figures 116 through 126 for the con-
tions and situations listed in Table 48.
All of the cooling configurations and conditions that were inves-
gated fulfilled the requirement of the investigation since the hot-
>or temperature for all designs was less than 300°F (167°K) above
_e coolant supply temperature.
Design No. 5 from Table 48 represents the design with the least
_rit for a coolant supply temperature of 466°F (514°K) since the
_mperature at an adiabatic interface between the rotor and bearings is
gh, 693°F (640°K). Approximately one kilowatt of heat must be con-
icted through the interface to decrease the interface temperature
)0°F (55°K). Addition of coolant within the end bell, as represented
, Design No. 4, decreased the temperature of the adiabatic interface
_om 693 ° to 623°F (640 ° to 602°K). Similarly, the addition of a small
_s flow through the auxiliary gap without coolant in the end bell, as
_presented by Design No. 2, decreased the temperature of the adiabatic
Iterface from 693 ° to 561°F (640 ° to 567°K). Design No. 1 has coolant
the end bell plus forced circulation of gas through the auxiliary
_s. This combination of cooling modes decreased the temperature of
_e adiabatic interface from 693 ° to 538°F (640 ° to 553°K). The rate
f gas flow through the auxiliary gap for this case was made equal to
le leakage rate which was anticipated for the seals between the bear-
_g compartment and the rotor cavity. Subsequent seal analysis (see
action 6.6) indicated a leakage rate approximately 1.3 times the flow
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Special Conditions: None
Avg. Pole Face Temperature, 253°F (397°K)
Avg. Winding Temperature, 194°F (363°K)
Windaqe
Main Air Gap
Cone Gap
Aux. Air Gap
Total Windage
Avg. Gas
Temp. °F
219 (377°K)
186 (359°K)
268 (409°K)
Windage Loss
watts (HeXe)
5,140
3,310
3,100
11,550
Gas Circulation Rate: 2710 ibm/hr per side
(0.341 kg/sec)
Aux. Gap Gas Flow Rate
Aux. Gap Gas Flow Inlet Temperature
FIGURE 126
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rate initially assumed. In general, it appears that either the
addition of coolant in the end bell, the addition of forced circula-
tion through the auxiliary gap, or a combination of both can be used
to obtain desired interface temperatures between the rotor and stub
shaft.
Design No. 3 of Table 48 is a slight variation of Design No. 2.
For this design, the forced convection mode of heat-transfer from the
end extensions to the gas was reduced by decreasing the heat-transfer
coefficient by a factor of four. The maximum temperature of the wind-
ings increased from 593 ° to 610°F (585 ° to 593°K). This means the
flow pattern over the conductors will not be critical to the thermal
state of the windings. Furthermore, the likelihood of damage to the
ANADUR insulation on the conductors when subject to a high velocity
gas stream precludes the use of a cooling scheme which requires a
high convection mode of heat-transfer from the end extensions.
Design No. 6 through 9 of Table 48 are cases investigated for a
coolant supply temperature of 325°F (436°K). Heat flow in and out of
the stub shaft interface was considered for Designs No. 7 and No. 8.
For these cases, a copper heat shunt was added to the end of rotor and
under the stub shaft extension in order to conduct heat from the bear-
ing with a small temperature gradient. The copper heat shunt shoulders
against the rotor end and extends downward to the bore to provide neces-
sary additional interface surface contact area. Figure 127 gives the
heat flow rate as a function of the stub shaft interface temperature
which can be used for thermal integration of the turbine, compressor,
and bearing components with the rotor.
A comparison of Design No. 9 with Design No. 6 and a comparison of
Design No. 10 with Design No. ii shows the influence of cavity pressure
upon the temperatures. In general, increasing the cavity Dressure from
70 to 86 psia (483 to 593 kN/m 2 abs) did not have a significant effect
upon the thermal state of the alternator. Windage losses increased;
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the gas flow rate and the forced convection mode of heat-transfer
increased also. However, the net change in the thermal maps was
slight.
With the low temperature windings and coolant supply temperature,
there appears to be a significant temperature difference between the
rotor and bearing system based upon an adiabatic interface with coolant
in the end bells. A cooling scheme without coolant in the end bell
would probably offer an advantage over Design No. 9 and i0 since the
adiabatic interface temperature of the rotor would approach that of
the possibly hotter stub shaft.
In summary, the thermal analysis of the 2-pole alternator at rated
load for 70 and 86 psia (483 and 593 kN/m 2 abs) and for coolant supply
temperatures of 107,325 and 466°F (315, 436 and 514°K) indicate the gas
recirculation cooling scheme is both feasible and practical. A con-
siderable portion of the internal losses within the generator are
transported by the gas to the heat sink within the frame. Typical
values for the heat transport mode are:
Cavity pressure, psia (kN/m 2 abs)
AT of gas, °F (°K)
Gas flow rate, ib/hr (kg/hr)
Specific heat of gas, Btu/lb °F
(Cal/gm °C)
Heat transport, kw
70 86
(483) (593)
90 7O
(50) (39)
2800 4000
(0.353) (0.505)
0.1243 0.1243
9.2 i0.2
2 71
The temperature of the interface between the rotor and stub shaft
can be varied to be compatible with the thermal state of the bearing by
alterations of the cooling scheme with the auxiliary gaps and within
the end bells.
6.3.4 Mechanical Desi@n Considerations
6.3.4.1 Rotor Stress and Bonding
The maximum stress intensity (92,000 psi, 638,000 kN/m 2) will
occur around the central hole in the 8.0 in. (20.4 cm) cylinder at
20 percent overspeed. Tensile properties of the rotor materials are:
Material Hardness Temperature
0.2%
Yield Strength
SAE 4340 RC32 700°F 110,000 psi
(643°K) (760,000 kN/m z)
Inconel 718 RC38 700°F
(643°K)
125,000 psi _
(863,000 kN/m z)
Tensile Stren@th
130,000 psi ^
(897,000 kN/m z)
150,000 psi ^
(1,034,000 kN/m z)
A comparison _f th_ _ m_ximu_ stress and the stress at design speed
(24,000 rpm) with the ten_il< _ l_r >perties of the materials given:
Stress @ 24,000 rpm _ 64,200
Y.S. of SAE 4340 ll0,000
- 59.4%
Overspeed stress
T.S. of SAE 4340
92,500
130,000
- 71.1%
% creep strain at bore in 5 years < 0.01%
Three methods of rotor bonding are available; brazing, casting
the 718 in place and diffusion welding which is the preferred approach.
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The rotor design was reviewed to determine if design requirements
could be satisfied in an Inconel 718-4340 Lundell rotor fabricated by
hot isostatic pressure welding (high temperature gas pressure diffu-
sion bonding). Analysis shows that this technique will be suitable
for the application with minimum development. Feasibility of this
approach is currently being demonstrated at the Westinghouse Astro-
nuclear Laboratory under Contract NAS 3-11837, "Development of a Gas
Pressure Bonded Four-Pole Alternator Rotor." Current results in this
program have indicated joint strengths of 55,000 psi (379,000 kN/m2)
are readily achieved using nonoptimized welding schedules. Actual
joint strengths of 136,000 psi bending (937,000 kN/m2) have been
achieved. Welding schedules for the 92,500 psi (638,000 kN/m2) joint
strength at 700°F (644°K) required for 20 percent overspeed appear
entirely realistic.
Similarly, 92,500 psi (638,000 kN/m2) yield strength at 700°F
(644°K) is achievable in both base metals since the metallurgical heat
treatment and welding thermal cycles are compatible. Strength will be
achieved in the 718 by selecting welding temperatures and times com-
patible with solution annealing and/or aging temperatures. The 4340
strength will then be developed, as the assembly cools in the autoclave,
through transformation of the austenitic structure to a mixture of mar-
tensite, ferrite and bainite. With controlled autoclave cooling, this
structure has given a hardness of RC30. Slightly higher cooling rates
can provide higher hardness.
In addition, this process for fabrication of the rotor can be
utilized to attach pole inserts of improved magnetic properties to re-
duce pole face losses. Typically, these would be a mild steel such as
AlSl, i010. Rotor fabrication would still be accomplished in one
operation by welding the 718, 4340, and I010 in one autoclave run.
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Satisfactory joints between 718 and 4340 have been obtained by
holding for four hours at 1650°F (I172°K) and 30,000 psi (206,500 kN/m2)
These joints, in fact, appear to be overdeveloped and it is anticipated
that shorter times at temperature or lower temperatures will give higher
strength joints.
The ideal bonding temperature from the standpoint of metallurgical
structure will be in the range of 1325° to 1400°F (992 ° to I033°K) since
this is the first aging temperature of 718 and will be above the Ae3
temperature of 4340. If this temperature range proves suitable for
rotor fabrication by hot isostatic pressure welding, then the 718 can
be aged to the required strength during rotor welding. Similarly,
this temperature will austenitize the 4340 permitting transformation on
cooling to achieve the desired strength level. Interestingly, the deep
hardening characteristics of 4340 are sufficient to achieve Rc30 at a
controlled furnace cooling rate of 240°F/hr (133°K/hr). Since this
rate can be increased, even higher strengths may be realized. In this
process 718 would not have to be double aged. The second aging treat-
ment at 1200°F (922°K) would result in a higher strength of 718 than
desired while causing simultaneous transformation of the 4340 to an un-
desirable low strength spherodized carbide structure.
The hot isostatic pressure welding process provides increased
flexibility if alternate approaches are required to develop adequate
joint strength simultaneous with the required base metal structure. As
an example, joining could be accomplished by holding for a short time
at 1750°F (1228°K). This provides solution annealing of the 718. The
718 can then be strengthened by aging at 1350°F (1005°K) while streng-
thening of the 4340 is again achieved upon cooling to room temperature
at a controlled rate. In this approach, however, the aging reaction in
718 will be less effective as a result of slow cooling from the solu-
tion annealing temperature [400°F/min (222°K/min) is usually specified].
This problem is typical of large section sizes in 718 and would require
special definition should a higher bonding temperature be required.
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The ability of a fabricated rotor to withstand the thermal strains
associated with the austenite transformation is not entirely resolved
at this time. Current results appear encouraging in this respect and
a full clarification will be available with the conclusions of Contract
NAS 3-11837. The primary concern is that the joint strength must be
sufficient to permit accommodation of the expansion of 4340 due to
austenite transformation during cooldown of the rotor assembly. A net
strain across the interface as high as 1.4 percent may have to be
accommodated. Accommodation will occur by straining of the 4340 since
it is the weaker of the two alloys. It should be emphasized that this
problem is common to all the alternate rotor fabrication techniques,
all of which require heating above the Ae3 temperature during rotor
fabrication.
As cooldown from the rotor joining temperature progresses, strain-
ing will increase as the austenite transformation proceeds. At the
higher temperatures, above 900°F (755°K), the transformation strain
will be accommodated at relatively low stress by creep of the 4340.
At this point, the 4340 is weakest both because of high temperature
and because the transformation product contributes little strength.
As the temperature decreases further, and transformation continues,
the 4340 strength will eventually increase to such an extent that
thermal stresses of the order of the yield strength are required for
accommodation of the thermal strain (by plastic deformation). Typical-
ly, locked in residual stresses will be near the final yield strength
of the 4340. These stresses will probably be highest precisely at the
joint interface. Further, straining can be considerably magnified in
the vicinity of joint defects.
Although this problem is not fully defined at this time, hot iso-
static pressure welding has two distinct advantages individually or in
combination over other assembly processes. These are: first, the
strain is more readily accommodated by high temperature transformation
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achieved by cooling at a minimum rate consistent with final strength
requirements, and; second, compressive loading can be maintained durin,
cooling in an autoclave. In the practice of metal forming compressive
loading is frequently beneficial in minimizing failures during deforma •
tion.
As described above two primary objectives must be satisfied by
the rotor fabrication process:
(a) A metallurgical structure of satisfactory strength must be
developed in both alloys
(b) Stresses associated with the austenite transormation strain
must be carried by the bi-metal joint to permit accommodatio[
of the strain by plastic deformation, primarily in the 4340
steel.
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3.4.2 Mass Unbalance
The rotor detail, including significant cross-sections to illus-
ate the nonsymmetric distribution of magnetic and nonmagnetic steels,
d a plot of the mass unbalance are shown in Figure 128. The density
the nonmagnetic steel (Inconel 718) is 5 percent greater than the
nsity of the magnetic steel (AISI 4340). This density difference
sults in the center of mass of sections between the small end of the
.nical section and the (axial) center of the shaft being shifted
_ward the predominantly nonmagnetic side of the shaft center line.
_cause the pattern shown for the left end of the rotor is reversed on
Le right end, a couple will exist. The magnitude of the mass unbal-
ice was calculated for sections AA and BB on Figure 128 and then
totted, with the points of zero unbalance, to determine the unbalance
_r unit axial length. This plot (shown on Figure 128) was integrated
) determine a resultant unbalance of 0.75 in.-ib (0.864 kg-cm) with a
_ment arm of 2.01 in. (5.11 cm) from the shaft center for each er / of
_e shaft.
The preferred balancing procedure would remove about 0.25 pound <
0.1134 kg) from the nonmagnetic steel at, or near, the conical sur-
aces. This corresponds to about 0.84 cubic in. (13.8 cubic centi-
eters) of steel.
This mass unbalance can also be balanced by means of holes or
eights at the rotor planes at the outboard ends of the auxiliary gads.
sing holes, several 0.5 in. (1.27 cm) diameter holes are required at
ach plane. These would be located in line with the center of the non-
agnetic steel at the corresponding end of the rotor, and would remove
bout 0.1 pounds (0.0045 kg) of magnetic iron. To prevent a reduction
.f the auxiliary gap magnetic flux path, and a resultant decrease in
iternator capacity, these holes would be located at a diameter of
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_out 5.875 in. (0.1492 m), with a depth of 0.25 in. (0.064 cm).
'hese counterbalancing holes would be part of the basic rotor design
_nd would be drilled prior to final balancing. The same planes would
available for final balancing purposes after manufacture of the
_otor.
Either of the above balancing procedures, or a combination of
:hem, may be used for the initial balancing to overcome the severe
mbalance of the nonsymmetrical 2-pole rotor. The preferred method
lay prove desirable to reduce the difference in the moment arms between
:he removed material and the unbalanced mass plane.
A potential complication to the task arises when the effects of
:hermal expansion and creep are considered. Specifically, the nonmag-
letic alloy 718 will expand about 0.03 percent more than the magnetic
_ISI 4340 from room temperature to the average estimated operating
:emperature with 466°F (514°K) coolant. This effect, plus the effects
_f creep+ may result in warpage of the rotor and a consequent unbalanced
_oment.
Experimental development will be required to obtain an acceptable
_alancing technique for the unsymmetric 2-pole rotor, and to determine
:he short and long term effects of thermal expansion and creep.
The 6-pole rotor, with its symmetrical magnetic and nonmagnetic
_aterials (each cross section is balanced), is inherently balanced. In
_ddition, it should not be subject to warping due to differential therm-
tl expansion or material creep. Thus, little development should be re-
|uired in this area for the 6-pole alternator.
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6.3.4.3 Magnetic Unbalance
A magnetic moment is created by the unequal leakage flux passing
from the stack ends to the rotor at each end of a 2-pole Lundell
alternator. The magnitude of this force for the TAC alternator was
calculated by making flux plots of the leakage flux passing through
the conical sections of the rotor at each end to determine the flux
density and magnetic force distribution along the conical rotor sec-
tion. Integration of the force distribution resulted in a radial
unbalance force of 58.4 pounds (26.5 kg) acting in opposite direction_
at each end of the rotor. Since these forces were considered exces-
sive, the tips of the rotor poles were extended a small distance beyo,
the armature stack to reduce the forces to 7 pounds (3.2 kg) at each
end. The extensions increased rotor leakage flux a small amount.
While this unbalanced force will oppose the mass unbalance, the force
will vary with excitation and therefore cannot be used as a balancing
force.
When the auxiliary gap varies circumferentially, as when the sha_
is eccentric to the end bell, a nonuniform flux density occurs and an
unbalanced magnetic force acts on the shaft. The magnitude of this
force can be estimated by the following method.
The radial gap (g), as a function of angular position, is
expressed as:
g = c-e cos @
where
g = radial gap at _, in.
c = average radial gap, in.
28O
e = radial eccentricity, in.
0 = angular position on the shaft, _ = 0 at the position where
g = c-e
The local radial flux density may be expressed as:
B - 3.19 NI x 10 -3 = B (i - e cos 3) -1
g avg c
where
B = magnetic flux density, kilolines/in.
NI = ampere turns across the gap, amperes
B
avg
= average magnetic flux density, kilolines/in.
The force acting upon the shaft in the direction of the radial
eccentricity is given by:
F - LR f
e 72.13 J
O
2_
B 2 cos 9 d
where
F
e
= force acting on the shaft in the direction of the eccentricity,
pounds
R = radius of shaft, in.
L = length of air gap, in.
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Evaluation of this definite integral gives the force per unit of
eccentricity:
F 2 -1.5
e _ 2_RL 2 (l-e--_
e 72.13c Bavg
)
C
The average gap (c) around the shaft is large compared with the
radial eccentricity (e) of the shaft. Thus, e2/c 2 is small compared t_
unity. Therefore, the spring constant due to magnetic attraction
becomes:
2
B
F _ (Area of gap) avg
e 72.13 x c
The magnetic spring forces in the auxiliary gap at one end of the
2-pole alternator at standstill with full load and overload excitation_
are:
(a) Overload excitation
F
e
47.5 in. 2 (68) 2 kilolines 2 in.
72.13 (kilolines)2 0.05 in.
Lbf/in._
-4
= 6.08 x 104 lb/in.
e
(10.65 x 104 N/cm)
(b) Full load excitation
2
F
_ 47.5 x (58) - 4 43 x 104 ib/in
e 72.13 x .05 "
(7.75 x 104 N/cm)
The use of the standstill magnetic spring force, as calculated
above, will produce a conservative design of the bearing system.
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6.3.5 Alternator Conclusions and Recommendations
Results of the design study revealed no significant circumstances
which would preclude recommending the 2-pole, 400 Hz alternator, even
the conservative design shown. However, because the 6-pole, 1200 Hz
alternator will have better weight, efficiency and performance charac-
teristics, Westinghouse must maintain the recommendation of the 6-
pole over the 2-pole.
Other pertinent conclusions associated with the Phase III studies
are as follows:
(a) The likelihood of the high temperature Anadur wire insula-
tion eventually entering the gas circuit as an abrasive dust
precludes the use of Anadur in the TAC alternator. A recom-
mended high temperature alternative is a bare wire with mica
and alumina in the slots and with the end turns either
(i) uninsulated and physically supported (separated) or
(2) insulated with plasma sprayed alumina. Alternately
a Ceramic-Eze insulation could be applied to the bare wire.
These will require materials development to reduce lab-
oratory techniques to practical hardware. The other alter-
native is the organic insulation system which is suitable
for the TAC application, assuming the use of low temperature
107°F (315°K) coolant.
(b) It appears it is technically feasible to cope with the
unbalances and non-uniform deformations of the 2-pole rotor.
However, these introduce problems which are unique to the
unsymmetrical 2-pole configuration. The severity of these
new problems must be clarified by experiments before one
can conclude that the performance of the TAC over its five
to potential-ten year life will not be plagued with problems
which could have been obviated with a symmetrical 6-pole
alternator.
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(c) The present design having the 8-inch (20.4 cm) rotor O.D.
is conservative. Future designs should result in a slightly
smaller diameter, typically 7.5 inches (19.1 cm). This
should also reduce the weight to slightly less than twice
the 6-pole alternator weight.
(d) The part-load efficiency is noticeably lower than that for
the 6-pole alternator (i to 3 points electromagnetic) and
there appears to be little that can be done to further
improve it significantly.
(e) Reconnectability from 240 to 480 volts is physically pos-
sible. In addition, if corona precludes the use of even
240 volts, it will be possible to obtain a 120 volt design
by substituting a different stack and winding into the same
frame and rotor configuration. The use of the same rotor is
based upon adaptation of a third material into the pole
faces as discussed below.
(f) Corona considerations limit the minimum cavity pressure to
14 psia (9.7 kN/m 2) at 240 volts (possibly half that if
absolutely required). At 480 volts, the limiting pressure
is 53 psia (370 kN/m2). Substitution of an organic insula-
tion for a 107°F (315°K) coolant system is entirely feasible
and would possibly permit the use of output voltages up to
480 volts depending on the quality of the impregnation.
(g) Addition of a third material to the rotor pole faces ap-
parently does not significantly increase the complexity of
gas pressure bonding the rotor, and is therefore recommended.
Its use also significantly enhances the likelihood of
achieving a 7.5 inch (19.1 cm) rotor O.D. and of achieving
a single, basic alternator configuration capable of being
built with outputs of either 120, 240, or 480 volts.
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(h) Several cooling configurations can be designed into the
alternator to adequately cool it. Any one of the acceptable
configurations can handle the multitude of different pres-
sures, temperatures, gases and boundary conditions antici-
pated. The latter includes relatively widely divergent
rotor stub shaft boundary conditions.
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6.4 Rotor Dynamics
A dynamic analysis of the TAC rotor system was conducted to
evaluate the affect of magnetic unbalance. The calculated mass, and
the estimated bearing stiffness are listed below:
M = 225 ib (102 kg)
K = 150,000 ib/in. (262,500 N/cm)
The magnetic attracting force is assumed to be 50,000 lb/in
(87,500 N/cm) of shaft deflection. The calculated critical speeds
and bearing loads at rotor operating speed, with and without magnetic
affect, are summarized below:
Magnetic Critical Speed, rpm
Affect N 1 N 2 N 3
Bearing Load at 100%
Speed, ib (N)
Compressor Turbine
End End
Without 6,740 8,520 36,200 19.2 (85.4) 15.1 (67.2)
With 5,530 8,110 36,100 18.9 (84.1) 15.0 (66.7)
The mathematical mass and stiffness models for the rotor system
are presented in Figure 129. The mode shapes at criticals and the
calculated bearing loads versus shaft speed without magnetic affect
are given in Figures 130 and 131, respectively.
The following conclusions are the result of the present analysis:
(a) The relation between magnetic force and the air gap is
nonlinear. The present assumption of linear force and
air gap is satisfactory, since the shaft deflections at
these locations are very small.
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Cb) The magnetic unbalance between the stator and rotor has
reduced the first two rigid body criticais; however, it
has no effect on the bending criticals.
(c) At engine operating speed, the magnetic effect on the
bearing loads is negligible.
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6.5 Bearing Design
6.5.1 Journal Bearing Desig n
6.5.1.1 Required Load Capacity
The 400 Hz TAC rotating group mass is 225 ib (102 kg). Design
practice dictates that each journal bearing should, as a minimum,
support one-half of the rotor mass during horizontal self-acting
operation in a 1 g field.
Additional requirements of the Phase III study defined the space
maneuvering loads as 1.5 g (to be sustained for a duration of 5 min-
utes). Thus, the TAC journal bearings must be capable of sustaining
a load of 169 ib (752 N) at a reasonable minimum film thickness.
6.6.1.2 Minimum Film Thickness
The ambient bearing cavity pressure was set at 92 percent of the
compressor discharge pressure at both the 40 and 160 kw power level
e
conditions. The 8 percent pressure loss was assumed to account for
line and filtration losses. The resulting cavity pressures are shown
below:
Power Output, Cavity Pressure
kw psia kN/m 2
e
40 27.6 190.4
160 122.4 844.5
Preliminary thermal analyses of the TAC indicated that the journal
bearings would run at approximately 960°R (533°K) if the alternator
coolant temperatures were 785°R (436°K).
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The journal bearing minimum lubricant film thickness (hm) at
"worst case" conditions of low cavity pressure and overload was arbi-
trarily selected to be no less than 0.0003 in. (0.00762 mm).
6.5.1.3 Size and Clearance Ratio Selection
A clearance ratio (C/R) of 0.0018 was initially selected and
single pad performance generated for a journal bearing diameter range
of 3.5 to 4.1 in. (9.89 to 10.4 cm). The stability data shown in Fig-
ure 89 was used as a guide to establish journal pad operating loads.
Results of this analysis showed that a 4.0 in. diameter journal bear-
ing (10.16 cm) would adequately fulfill the arbitrary decision to limi
h to 0.0003 in. (0 00762 mm) under "worst case" conditions
m "
Single pad performance was then generated for a range of clearanc
ratios (0.0012 to 0.0022) with the bearing diameter held constant
at 4.0 in. (10.16 cm).
In general, the larger clearance ratios will provide the lowest
bearing power loss and the lowest bearing stiffness. A clearance
ratio value of 0.0016 was selected for moderate power loss as well
as bearing stiffness.
6.5.1.4 Journal Bearin_ Performance
Predicted single pad performance for the selected bearing is
shown in Figures 132 and 133. Figures 134 and 135 present complete
journal bearing performance for a typical 3-pad journal, in which two
pads are solidly mounted and the third pad is resiliently mounted as
shown on the following page.
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uDIRECTION OF__D I S PL ACEME NT_
FIXED PIVOTS
L DISPLACEMENT
BETWEEN FIXED
PIVOTS
The absissia on Figures 134 and 135 is the physical shaft displacement
away from the bearing center toward the fixed pivots as shown above.
Zero journal bearing load represents the case of a vertically
oriented rotor on earth or a zero g environment. A journal bearing
load of 169 ib (752 N) on Figure 134 represents the "worst case" 1.5 g
acceleration perpendicular to the TAC rotor and directed between the
fixed pivots. Table 49 presents hydrodynamic performance of the
selected TAC journal bearings under three operating regimes.
6.5.2 Thrust Bearing
The thrust bearing selected for the Phase III TAC is a preloaded
pair of identical stator plates of the Reyleigh step-sector type.
Figure 136 presents the predicted steady state performance of the 8 inch
O.D. (2.16 cm) thrust bearing system as a function of the axial dis-
placement of the thrust runner.
Anticipated thrust bearing performance for three orientations
are shown in Table 49.
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6.5.3 Combined Bearinq System Losses
Comparison of the journal and thrust bearing losses at the vario
operating conditions and design output power are shown below. The io
ses corresponding to zero g operation were used in the final TAC defiJ
ition discussed in Section 4.
Operating Condition
Zero g
Terrestrial Horizontal
Terrestrial Vertical
1.5 g Acceleration Parallel with Shaft
1.5 g Acceleration perpendicular to Shaft
Combined Losses, Watts
Journal
Bearings
1278
1590
1278
1278
1770
Thrust
Bearings
1440
1470
2090
2420
1470
Total
2748
3060
3368
3698
3240
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6 Labyrinth Seal Leakage
Leakages were calculated with the methods described in Reference 1
3r labyrinth seals with the following conditions:
Upstream temperature 960°R (533°K)
Upstream pressure 122 psia (841.1 kN/m 2 abs)
Discharge coefficient related to pressure ratio
as shown in Figure 137 with 4/6 = 1.58
he upstream pressure was set at the compressor discharge pressure
inus an 8 percent pressure loss to allow for line and filter losses.
eakages were determined for staggered and straight-through seal
esigns over a range of number of teeth with a total seal length of
.0 in. (2.54 cm). Downstream seal pressure and diameter varied as
ollows:
Pressure ^
psia kN/M z
Diameter
inch cm
Compressor end seal 86.5 596 3.8 9.65
Turbine end seal 84.5 582.5 3.8 9.65
Alternator isolation seal 70.0 482.5 4.0 10.16
_he compressor and turbine end seals have downstream pressures typical
_f the rotor back face. The alternator rotor cavity is vented to the
:ompressor inlet.
Figures 138 and 139 show the leakages for the alternator and tur-
)ine seals for their radial clearances. The compressor seal leakage
lata is similar to the turbine data and is not presented for brevity.
Ipotassium Turboalternator (KTA) Preliminary Design Study, Vol. 1 and
Vol. 2. Prepared by AiResearch. NASA CR 1498 and 1499.
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Seal clearance must be determined in conjunction with a complete
differential thermal expansion analysis. A clearance of 0.0075 inch
(1.9 mm) was selected for the example seal leakage evaluation. A
summary of the seal leakage is shown below:
No. of Design Leakage
Lips Type ib/sec kg/sec
Compressor end
Turbine end
Alternator cavity
(2 required)
8 Straight 0.083 0.0374
8 Straight 0.085 0.0386
6 Staggered 0.0140 0.0635
TOTAL leakage 0.308 0.1395
This seal leakage represents approximately 2.24 percent of the com-
pressor inlet mass flow rate. Selection of 8 lips for both the com-
pressor and turbine seals result in near minimum leakage for the
straight-through design. Staggered lip seal designs were not con-
sidered for these requirements due to manufacturing and assembly
requirements. A staggered seal lip design was selected for the alter-
nator seals at the expense of reducing the number of lips. If a
straight-through alternator seal lip design is necessary the seal
leakage would increase to about 2.9 percent, a significant performance
penalty.
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7. TAC FAILURE MODEAND EFFECTSANALYSIS
A failure mode and effects analysis has been conducted for the
TAC unit. The purpose of this analysis is to identify the potentially
critical failure areas so that efforts can be made to reduce the
probability of these failures to an absolute minimum. This analysis
was conducted separately by the aerodynamic and bearing designers at
AiResearch and the electrical designers at Westinghouse. Table 50
shows the results of these analyses.
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COMPONENT
Turbine wheel
Compressor wheel
Journal bearings
Thrust bearing
Labyrinth seals
Alternator rotor
Alternator stator
TABLE 50
TAC FAILURE MODE ANALYSIS
FAILURE MODE FAILURE EFFECT
Unbalance, bearing
failure
Excessive or non-uniform
creep due to non-uniform
properties
Burst due to overspeed
Rim cracking due to low
cycle fatigue
Immediate, zero power
Variable, no effect to
serious rim loss
Blade loss due to fatigue
Blade loss due to fatigue
Pivot wear
Wear due to foreign
particles
Increased unbalance
Increased unbalance
Increased clearance,
may induce whirl
instability
Increased clearance,
reduced load capacity
Overload Bearing seizure
Wear due £o foreign
particles
Slider distortion due to
overspeed and over-
temperature
Overload
Rub
Non-uniform creep or
yield due to non-uniform
properties
Bore crack propagation
due to high stresses
Creep due to high
temperatures
Excessive losses due to
loosened stack fits
Heat exchanger separates
from frame or stack
Lamination fatigue
due to mechanical or
electrical vibration
Alters geometry, re-
duced load capacity
Loss of load capacity,
possible bearing rub
Bearing seizure
Increased leakage
Increased vibration,
possible bearing over-
load
Rotor failure, loss of
power system
Rotor failure
Accelerated deteriora-
tion or increased vib-
ration. Reduced life
Excessive temperature
and losses. Reduced
life
Laminationd break,
flux unbalance. De-
creased output.
REMARKS
Accelerated by over-
temperature
Due only to hundreds
of rapid start cycles,
not expected for this
application
Highly wear resistant
pivot material is used
Bearing supply gas is
filtered. Clean bearing
compartments during
assembly
Operation at critical
speeds or high shock
loads cause failure
Bearing supply gas is
filtered
Support equipment
failure
Caused by shock or
acceleration
Will tolerate minor rubs
Due to overspeed or flaw
in material
Caused by overtemperature
Due to bond or contact
pressure loss
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COMPONENT
Alternator windings
and insulation
Alternator coolant
TABLE 50
FAILURE MODE
Extended short circuit
operation
Slot cell insulation
fatigue due to vibration
Cladding breaks
Anadur frets away due
to vibration
Armature conductor opens
Field conductor opens
Field turns open due to
insulation wear
Excessive losses, wire
sagging due to excessive
coolant temperature
Excessive temperature
Reduced flow
(Contd)
FAILURE EFFECT
Armature conductors
open
Loss of slot liner or
wedges. Stator shorts
Silver migrates out of
wire. Insulation
shorts or wire opens
Loosening of windings,
plug heat exchanger.
Reduced life
Output reductlon,
phase unbalance
Loss of output, over-
speeds
Increased excitation
to maintaln voltage
Accelerated deteriora-
tion, possible short
Alternator stator and/
or bearing failure
Increased temperature.
higher losses, shorten
life
REMARKS
Due to user system mal-
function or long end
turns touching
Due to handling abuse,
electrical stresses,
poor manufacturing
Due to plugging or sup-
port equipment failure
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